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Bankers,farmers disagree
on multi-bank holding groups

JAN

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Bankers and farmers both
disagreed today about the need of
multi-banking holding companies
in Kentucky.
"I feel that the public would be
the biggest loser if the banking
structure is changed," Robert M.
Duncan, president of the Inez
Deposit Bank, told a subcommittee of the House Banking and
Insurance Committee.
"Structural changes such as
multi-bank holding companies
and statewide banking reduces
competition and leads to higher
prices for consumers," Duncan
said.
W.R. Sprague, first vice president of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau, said his organization
voted 'overwhelmingly at its annual meeting to'oppose multi-bank
holding companies.
"We do not believe this bill will
help farmers, small businessmen
and others," Sprague said.
The subcommittee held a public
hearing on House Bill 194, which
would allow holding companies to
buy up to three banks a year in
Kentucky.
In remarks prepared for
delivery to the hearing, Thomas
Brumley, president of the First
State Bank of Greenville, said
"There is no indication whatsoever that this structural change
would reduce delivery of bank ser-
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vices to the people of this state.
"There is considerable indication that improvement in lending
and expanded financial services
would occur," said Brumley, who
is also president of the Progressive Bankers Association, a
group of bankers formed last October to push for multi-bank
holding companies.
David Spain, a Hopkinsville
farmer, said farmers in his area
need help. "Many are hurting and
they are hurting badly. They
desperately need funds just to
maintain their operations, let
alone think about growing.
"I suggest the search for growth
dollars could be made easier,"
Spain said. "That would be to bring funds from a cash excess area
into an area that needs money to
grow. This could be done within
our banking system if the multibank holding legislation passes."
Monday,the House approved 930 and sent to the Senate a bill providing stiffer penalties for growing marijuana for sale.
"This is a very simple bill-but a
very serious piece of legislation,"
said the bill's sponsor, Rep. Herman Rattliff, R-Campbellsville.
The bill would make it a felony
to plant, grow and cultivate 25 or
more plants of marijuana. Growing less than 25 plants would remain a misdemeanor unless it
could be proven they would be

sold.
Rattliff said the production of
marijuana is a serious problem in
Kentucky, with some estimates
placing the state second or third in
the nation in marijuana production.
"It is time to take the profit out
of the production of marijuana,"
said Rattliff, the only legislator to
speak on the bill.
The House Monday also passed
a bill adding a staff representative
as a voting member of the boards
of regents at Kentucky's regional
universities.
The bill passed 75-9 and went to
the Senate.
The House approved an amendment making it effective on July 1,
1983 to eliminate the possibility of
the bill being aimed at Murray
State University President Con•
stantine Curris.
Rep. Freed Curd,D-Murray,the
sponsor of the bill and amendment, said that he wanted the bill
to become effective after Curris'
contract expires on June 30,1983.
Curris weathered an attempt to
oust him last year by the Murray
regents, and Curd said he didn't
want the new staff member involved in negotiations on a new
contract for Curris.
The House delayed action on a
relatively noncontroversial banking bill after approving an amend(Continued on Page Two)

Poll reveals Americans believe taxes
on cigarettes, liquor should be raised
By TIMOTHY HARPER
'program has been based .on tax
Associated Press Writer
and spending cuts. But recent proNEW YORK (AP) — Solid ma- jections setting the federal budget
jorities of Americans think deficit at more than $100 billion
federal taxes on cigarettes and have led some administratimadalcoholic beverages should be visers to propose tax increases,inraised, according to the latest cluding excise taxes on cigarettes
Associated Press-NBC News poll.
and alcoholic beverages.
However, the 1,597 adults In a
The president is said tn decided
nationwide scientific telephone against any such increases after
sampling on Jan. 18-19 also said considering objections from
they would prefer that President businessmen and other supporters
Reagan propose-federal spending of his programs.
cuts rather than any tax increases
In the latest AP-NBC News.poll,
to help reduce the federal budget 66 percent of those responding
deficit. said federal taxes on alcoholic
More than Info-thirds of those
beverages should be raised,and 63
favoring the excise tax increases percent said federal taxes on
said they want them raised both cigarettes should be raised.
as a way to discourage smoking
The figures report growing senand drinking and as a means of in- timent for increases in those excreasing revenues.
cise taxes; when the same quesReagan is expected to rule out - tions were asked in the October
excise tax increases when he AP-NBC News poll, only 52 perpresents his latest economic pro- cent favored higher cigarette
posals in his State of the Union ad- taxes and only 55 percent favored
dress tonight.
higher alcoholic beverage taxes.
Until now, Reagan's economic
Among all respondents, 72 per-

Legislative calendar
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Activity Tuesday on the 13th
day of the 1982 Kentucky
General Assembly:
Senate
8:30 a.m. Agriculture and
Natural Resources Committee,
Room 107, Capitol Annex.
9 a.m. Appropriations and
Revende Committee, budget
hearing on Bureau of Social Insurance and Bureau of Health
Services, Room 110, Annex.

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny but cool.
High 30 to 35. Tonight becoming
partly cloudy with increasing
southerly winds. Low from 20 to
25 but temperatures rising a
few degrees after midnight.
Wednesday mostly sunny, windy and much warmer. High in
the mid 50s.

today's index

'
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10 ).m Business Organizations and Professions Committee, Room 105, Annex.
10 a.m. Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee, Room 107, Annex.
12 Noon Judiciary-Criminal
Committee,Room 107, Annex.
12 Noon Judiciary-Civil Committee, Room 105, Annex.
House
8 a.m: Banking and Insurance Committee, public
hearing on multi-bank holding
company bill, HB 194, House
Chambers.
8:30 a.m. Cities Committee,
Room 104, Annex.
8:30 a.m. Counties and
Special Districts Committee,
Room 105, Annex.
9 a.m. Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, budget
hearing on Department of
Energy. Room 103, Annex.
10 a.m. Health and Welfare
Cominittee, Room 109, Annex.
10 a.m. Transportation Committee, Room_104, Annex.
11 a.m. Budget Review subcommittee on Justice, Corrections and Judiciary, Room 106,
Annex.
12 Noon Energy Committee,
Room 104, Annex.
1 p.m. House Minority
Caucus, Room 12, Annex.
Other
2 p.m. House and Senate convene.
3:30 p.m. Supreme Court
Chief Justice John Palmore to
deliver State of the Judiciary
message to a joint sagsion of
the House and Senate.

cent said that if they had to choose
between the two, they would
prefer that President Reagan propose federal spending cuts rather
than tax increases to help reducer
the federal budget deficit.
And 56 percent said that if the
Reagan administration seeks further budget cuts to offset newly
projected budget deficits, those
cuts should be primarily in nondefense rather than defense spending.
As with all sample surveys, the
results of AP-NBC News polls can
vary from the opinions of all
Americans because of chance
variations in the sample.
For a poll based on about 1,600
interviews, the results are subject
to an error margin of 3 percentage
points either way because of
chance variations. That is; if one
could have talked this past week
to all Americans with telephones,
there is only 1 chance in 20 that the
findings would vary by more than
3 percentage points.
Of course, the results could differ from other polls for a number
of reasons. Differences in the exact wording of questions, differences in when the interviews
were conducted and different
methods' of interviewing could
also cause variations.

ONE MAN INJURED — Franklin Carroll was hospitalized. Monday with second-degree burns after the
trailer where he resided,located on Ralph Wright Road off Highway 280, was destroyed by fire. He was pulled
from the trailer by Keith Beane, who was next door at the time.
Staff photo by Jennie B.Gordon

Murray man in stable condition
after being burned in trailer fire
A Murray than was listed in
stable condition today after suffering second-degree burns on his
face and hands in a trailer fire
Monday on Ralph Wright Road off
Highway 280.
Franklin Carroll was
transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after fire
destroyed the trailer where he

resided, a Calloway County FireRescue Squad spokesman said.
Carroll'was pulled from the fire
by Keith Beane, invw of the
trailer, who was next door at the
time, the spokesman said.
Beane said he heard an explosion and ran to the trailer to assist
Carroll.
The spokesman
said cause of
•

President will not seek higher taxes
but states must help pick up the bill

'By JAMES GERSTENZANG
White House official.
Associated Press Writer
Deputy White House press
WASHINGTat (API — Presi- secretary Larry Speakes said the
dent Reagan will tell Congress president is weighing a criticism
and the American people tonight 'In straight-forward terms" of
that he will not seek 'higher taxes, Soviet arms shipments to Cuba. but that the states will have to
At the heart of the president's
take over approximately 40 budget deliberations were projecfederal programs, well-placed tions that without additional spensources say.
ding cuts or new taxes, the federal
Reagan summoned Republican deficit would balloon to more than
congressional leaders to a White $100 billion in fiscal 1983, which
House meeting this morning to begins next Oct. 1.
begin rounding up the .help that
-We're balancing a sizable
will be crucial to passing the pro- deficit on one side vs. tax ingram he will outline in his State of creases on the other," said one
the Union speech.
White House official.
The address, to a joint session of
One plan to increase federal exthe House and Senate, and a na- cise taxes on whiskey, wine,
tionwide television and radio au- gasoline and tobacco products
dience,is to begin at 9 p.m. EST.
was said to have been calculated
"When you turn on the TV, to raise enough money to hold the
you'll get a heavy dose of budget deficit to $80 billion.
economics and the president's - Although several well-placed.
hopes to legislatriety implement sources said the tax plan was rehis program; federalism in- jected,the $80 billion deficit figure
itiatives, and a brief overview of "is still there," the White House
foreign policy with some stern official said.
words toward intervention in the
He did not indicate what steps
Western Hemisphere and stern are contemplated to reduce the
words about Poland," said one figure from $100 billion to $80
billion.
Woven throughout the speech
will he an emphasis on what the
president calls — New
Federalism," his proposals to
hand over to the states some of the
State Rep. Ward "Butch" railroad cars and right of ways.
programs he thinks should be adRep. Burnette responded by ministered closer to home.
Burnette today announced he had
introduced legislation that would saying House Bill 169 was his at"The federalism is the bedrock
require railroads to spray for tempt at the request of many con- Reaganism, the return to Theweeds and johnson grass on their stituents to help eradicate the states of programs he thinks
property lines. The purpose of this spread of johnsoh grass which is rightfully belong there, that never
piece of legislation is to help con- robbing Kentucky farmers an- should have gone on the federal
nually of many thousands of
trol the spread of johnson grass by
dollars.
He also responded by saying by
law railroads are the only public
transportation businesses that are
not required to destroy weeds and
johnson grass, and that the need to
A Tennessee man, Jeff Clark, control the spread of johnson
jit. 2, Gleason, is lodged in the grass is so great that the cooperaGENEVA, Switzerland (AP)
Carroll County Tenn. Jail on tion from all transportation
U.S. Secretary of State Alexander
charges connected with an alledg- • businesses and farmers are needM. Haig Jr. and Soviet Foreign
ed attempt to sell stolen property ed.
Minister Andrei Gromyko conferin Murray Saturday.
red for nearry three hours in the
According to Murray Pollee
first.of two scheduled meetings to.detective Charles Peeler, Clark
day on strained East-West relaentered Vernon's Pawn Shop in
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard will tions.
Olympic Plaza to pawn silver usThere was no word on what was
ing a fictitious name. Clark's be the keynote speaker for a dinin the initial session. It
discussed
name was uncovered with a car . ner meeting for professional staff
was originally scheduled to last
license check. Through corn- members of the Purchase Area
munication with Tennessee County Extension Service on Fri- two hours, but ran 45 minutes
more without any explanation
authorities, the merchandise day,Jan.29.
given for the extension.
The meeting will be at 6:30 p.m.
valued at about $15,000,is believed
Haig and Gromyko sat in a
to be the property of Guy Thum- at DeVanti's ReStatitaiit,-TOcated
brightly lit room at the U.S. Misat Mayfield Shopping ,Plaza in
banks, McKenzie,Tenn.
sion, a fortress-like building proClark has been charged with Mayfield.
_tected_by_iron_gatelAnd a cordon
burglary in Tennessee and if ex- - First elected --to--Coogreafiof Swiss police armed with subtradited, will be charged with 1974, the 44-year-old HubbarC1
receiving stolen property in Mur, Mayfielci.__Deznocrat, .represents
the First Congressional District.
Gromyko on his arrival in
ray.

Burnett announces introduction
oflegislation to control weeds

level," said the White House
source, who asked that he not be
identified.
Several'administration and congressional sources said the president would:
—Eschew the, advice of key
White House aides and call for no
increase in excise or any other
taxes.
—Unveil a program, to take effect in stages, in which existing
excise taxes are shared with the
states.
—Propose closing certain
"loopholes" in federal tax law,
making sure large corporations
pay a minimum income tax.
—Outline a plan to transfer approximately 40 federal programs
— such things as welfare, food
stamps, and educati6n and
transportation projects — to the
states. The states would run them,
under federal standards, in exchange for the excise tax revenue.
The federal government would
take over Medicaid, the health
care program for the poor now
financed by a combination of
federal and state funds.
In addition, one congressional
source said revenue from the existing tax imposed on oil companies in conjunction with price
decontrol would be turned over to
the states.
The sources also said a cap
would be sought for increases in
so-called "entitlement programs," except Social-Security. Acongressional source said this
would save $60 billion over five
years.

Haig-Gromyko meeting
lasts nearly three hburs

Tennessee man
jailed, charged

Rep. Hubbard
will be speaker

a

BEST

the blaze has not yet been determined.
No other injuries were,rePorted.
Four firefighters with two
trucks were at the scene approximately one hour. They received
the call about 10:30 a.m.
The squad was assisted by
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
andKentucky State Police.

COPY AVAILABLE

Geneva said he had "no intention
whatsoever" of discussing the
Polish crisis, the top item on
Haig's agenda. 'Lig said in that
case the long-awaited meeting
might be considerably shorter
than the four hours set aside for it.
Both Haig and Gromyko indicated that other outstanding
issues were likely to be taken up
after Haig's charge that the Soviet
government was responsible for
the imposition of martial law in
Poland. But sources on each side
said each man would bring up a
variety of complaints on which
there was no more prospect of
Agreement than on Poland:
Gromyko said he was prepared
to discuss the entire range of U.S.(Continued On Page TwO)
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Second jury impaneled to continue corruption investigation
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
second grand jury to investigate
alleged corruption in the state's
federal Eastern District has beeh
impaneled in the courtroom of
U.S. District Judge Bernard T.
Moynahan Jr.

Eighteen people from 11 central
Kentucky communities were impaneled Monday to continue the 3year-old investigation.
Moynahan offered the jurors
some hope that their term of service would not approach the 24
years of the first special panel.
"I don't know how long it's go-

Legislators give ERA
slight chance of passing
By ANDY O'CONNELL
But opposition in the five state
Associated Press Writer
legislatures is strong.
Although the Equal Rights
-It's going to take a very inAmendment has been granted a
tense campaign," said Duke
five-month reprieve by the
McVey,secretary-treasurer of the
Supreme Court, lawmakers say
Missouri State Labor Council,
that it has a shot at passage in onAFL-CIO. His organization is tryly five states — and its chances ing to convince 450,000 union
are considered slender in every
members in Missouri to urge their
one.
jegislators to vote for the ERA,
The amendment must be ap- after a state Senate leader said
proved by three more states by the amendment was likely to be
June 30 if it is to become part of debated again this year.
The Senate has consistently
the U.S. Constitution, and battles
are likely only in Virginia, defeated it in the past.
"Obviously, we haven't had
Florida, Missouri, North Carolina
much success before," McVey
and Illinois.
said.
Even so, a key committee in the
The Supreme Court deflected a
Virginia House of Delegates opdeath blow for the ERA Monday
poses it; a survey shows most
by blocking a Dec. 23 ruling by
Florida senators would vote no;
U.S. District Judge Marion
backers in Missouri concede there
Boise, Idaho, that Conis little chance of success; the Callister in
gress acted unconstitutionally
North Carolina legislature has
when it extended the ratification
already defeated it five times;
deadline from March 22, 1979,
and supporters in the Illinois
seven years after the amendment
Senate already have failed once
was passed, to next June 30.
this _year to win a crucial rules
Callister also ruled that states
change.
are free to rescind previous
The amendment, which would ratification votes. Thirty-five
ban discrimination based on sex, states have ratified the amendwas rejected last week by the ment, but several state
Oklahoma Senate and the Georgia legislatures have rescinded their
House, and legislators agreed the approval.
ERA battle was over in those
The National Organization for
states.
Women sought speedy Supreme
"If it ain't dead, it sure is sick," Court review and reversal and the
said Oklahoma Gov. George Nigh.
Justice Department suggested
He supports the amendment. that the high court wipe out
The, governors of all five bat- Callisters ruling as legally
tleground states support it, too.
premature.

ing to last," Moynahan sawl.
"...Under the provisions of the
law, the initial period of service is
up to 18 months, but the attorneys
for the United States tell me they
don't expect it to last that long."
Newly appointed U.S. Attorney
Louis DeFalaise, upon taking control of the investigation earlier
this month, said he intended to
conclude it as quickly as possible.
DeFalaise did not rule out a request for an extension of the grand
jury's term, but it perhaps was
notable that he did not impanel the
legal limit of 23 jurors.
Asked why he selected only 18
jurors, DeFalaise said, "I think
I'd best stand mute."
The grand jury must have 16
members present for a session.

Twelve votes are needed for an indictment. Selected for grand jury ...duty
Monday were Doyle E. Peaslee,
Lexington, foreman; Mary
Breeden, Lexington, deputy
foreman; Charles A. Richardson
Jr., Nicholasville; Albert P.
Smith, Paint Lick; Dorothy Jean
Bretz, Carlisle; Ethel H. Bailey,
Lancaster; Alan D. Weston, Richmond; Charles Lester, Perryville; Sandra Redman, Lex-.
.
ington; Alonzo Prater, Jeffersonville; Mark S. Ward, Lexington; Janet E. Winter, Lexington; Betty L. Jones, Paris;
Robert W. Green, Georgetown;
Paul Alexander, Berea; Frances
Ann Long, Lexington; Deana R.
Steele Hicks, Nicholasville, and
John C. Vance, Paris.

mortgages.
The Senate, meanwhile, narrowly approved a bill to allow tax
deductions for volunteer work at
for-profit institutions such as
hospitals and nursing homes.
Such deductions currently are
allowed only when work is
donated to non-profit or charitable
institutions.
Sen. Benny - Ray Bailey, DHindman, said the bill "encourages volunteerism, which is
what we better be about if we are
going to face these budget cuts
that we're getting."
The bill, approved on an 18-16
vote with one abstention, would
provide the deductions to "taxpayers other than corporations"
for the transportation and out-ofpocket expenses they incur while

Four students from Calloway
County High School have been
selected by audition to participate
in annual Kentucky All-State
Chorus at Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb.5.
They are Lisa Allen, soprano,
Lisa Oswalt, alto, David Martin,

director of choral music at
Calloway.
The students will leave Feb. 3 to
rehearse for two days with approximately 400 select students
from Kentucky high school choirs.
The presentation, directed by
William D. Hall, Chapman College, Orange, Calif., will he Friday,Feb.5, at 8 p.m.
All. four Calloway students are
members of the Chamber Singers,
select choir and the Columbia
Blues, vocal jazz ensemble, at the

doing the volunteer work.
The measure could cost the
state a maximum of $500,000, according to the Legislative
Research Commission.
_ Another measure receiving the
Senate's approval, by a 34-2 vote,
would require insurance companies to notify participants in
group health-insurance policies
that they may continue to take
part in the plan after leaving their
place of employment.
A law passed in 1980 made that
requirement of an employer. But
Sen. Frank Miller, D-Bowling
Green, said employees who leave
their jobs under unpleasant circumstances frequently are not
notified of their right to continue
participating in an insurance
plan.
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• Calloway, Murray take first, second
in Breckenridge speech tournament
Calloway County High School Lisa Hale, second, Gina Brown,
Speech Team placed first with 538 fourth, Mark Bazzell, fifth, and
points and Murray High School Allen McClard, sixth, Calloway;
Speech Team placed second with Erin O'Brien,third, Murray.
275 points in sweepstakes at
Impromptu Speaking — KenUniversity of Breckenridge neth Futrefl, first, Mark Bazzell,
Speech Tournament this past second, Emily Dunn, third, Bill
weekend.
Murray, fourth, Allen McClard,
The Calloway contestants had 65 fifth, Calloway.
entries and placed 45 in finals.
Analysis of Public Address —
They won 11 first place trophies of Vincent Alton, first, Jenise Boyd,
14 categories offered. Larry second, Allen McClard, fourth,
England is coach.
and Bill Murray,sixth, Calloway.
The Murray contestants placed
Broadcasting — Rick Kupin 19 categories. Mark Etherton is chella, first, Murray; Tim
coach.
fourth, Calloway.
Elkhorn City with 127 points was
Discussion — Renee Taylor,
third place winner in the contest.
fourth, and Mekal Grimes, sixth,
Students from Calloway and
Calloway.
Murray schools' placing in conHumorous- Interpretation —
tests were as follows:
Alan Miller, first, and Dawn Hale,
Extemporaneous speaking —
fourth, Calloway; Bill Bossing
Jenise Boyd, first, Vincent Alton, fifth, Murray.
second, Kenneth Futrell, fourth,
Dramatic Interpretation —
and Bill Pool, sixth, Calloway; Sherri Mills, first, Christi Hale,
Natalie Simpson, third, and
second, Trisha Clark, third, and
Charles Cella,fifth, Murray.
,Karen Carraway, sixth,
Oratory — Cindy Bazzell, first, Calloway; Kim Oles, fourth, and

(Continued from Page One)
Soviet relations and to work for
"agreements and understandings
in those areas where such
possibilities exist." Soviet and
East European sources in Moscow
said in addition to proposing the
start of new strategic arms talks,
he was expected to attack U.S.
support for the junta in El
Salvador, the Israeli annexation
of the Golan Heights and the delay
in achieving independence (or
South-West Africa.
Members of the U.S. delegation
said earlier that Haig would probably object .to the continuing
Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan, Soviet support for
the Vietnamese occupation of
Cambodia- and Soviet conduct in

Is preparing For A Gigantic

— Everything Must Be Sold
One large Group

Oswalt, a senior, is a member of
Beta and Foreign Language clubs.
She plans to enter MSU as an
elementary education major after
graduation.
Martin, a senior, plans a career
in Air Force following graduation.
He is a first lieutenant in ROTC
and has participated in QuadState Choral Festival.
Willie, a junior, is studying auto
mechanics at Murray-Calloway
County Vocational School. He has
participated in Quad-State Choral
Festival.

Haig...

it's that simple and that good!
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the Caribbean and Africa.
When them talks were first
scheduled four months ago, Haig
and Gromyko intended to use
them to agree on a date for the
opening of new talks on the reduction of strategic nuclear arms.
After martial law was declared in
Poland, the Reagan administration decided to postpone the
negotiations as a sign of its
displeasure and to use the meeting
with Gromyko to demonstrate the
effect of the situation in Poland on
Soviet-American relations.
Although they knew in advance
they would agree on nothing important, Haig and Gromyko apparently went aheado with the
meeting because of America's
•
West European allies.

Kellie Overbey,fifth, Murray,,..
Prose Interpretation — Lori
Burkeen, first, Debbie Walker,
fifth, and Karen Adams, sixth,
Calloway; Lisa Russell, second,
and Ramona Burnley, third, Murray.
Poetry Interpretation — Cindy
Bazzell, first, and Trisha Clark,
third, Calloway; Leila Umar, second, Erin O'Brien, fourth, Lisa
Mikulcik,fifth, and Lee Ann Babb,
sixth, Murray.
Storytelling — Mark Cooper,
first, and Candi Glass, second,
Calloway; Lisa Russell, third, and
Alison Sears,fourth, Murray.
Duet Acting — Christi Hale and
Sherri Mills, first, Liz Bailey and
Candi Glass, fourth, and- Annie
Hanson and Lori Burkeen, fifth,
Calloway; Barry Wyatt and Kellie
Overbey, second, Kate Shepard
and Mike Childress, third, and
Lisa Mikulcik and Matt Harrington,sixth, Murray.
Solo Acting — Kim Oles, first,
Murray; Trisha Clark, second,
Christi Hale, third, Debbie
Walker, fourth, and Sherri Mills,
fifth, Calloway.
. varsity Debate Team — Terry
Bourland and Phil Orr, first,
Calloway.
Calloway County High School
Lakers will host their own speech
tournament this weekend,
England said.
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Remodeling Sale

Prices Dropped Extremely Low —
All Dress

Sweaters & Sport Shirts $795

Hunt and McG uffey are charged
in an alleged scheme to receive or
direct kickbacks from commissions on state insurance policies.
The charges against Clark' include an allegation that he lied to .
the grand jury by denying he had
a business relationship with Hunt.

DAVID MARTIN
•
school. They performed leading
roles in annual CCHS Christmas
Madrigal dinner, Yuletide Songe
Feaste,for the past two years.
Each student has received
superior ratings at Kentucky
Music Education Association Solo,
Ensemble and Choral contests,
Wells said.
Allen, a sophomore, is a cadet
corporal in ROTC. A member of
YAC and Beta Clubs, she has participated in Quad-State Choral
Festival at Murray State University.

MARK WILLIE
tenor, and Mark Willie, bass, according to Lavaughn R. Wells,

V
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charges. Stamper was acquitted
of three charges, but a mistrial
was declared on the others when
the jury failed to reach a verdict.
The government has made no attempt to retry Stamper.
, Awaiting trial are former state
Democratic Party chairman
Howard P, "Sonny" Hunt Jr.,
former Insurance Commissioner
Harold B. McGuffey and
Frankfort engineering executive
David W.Clark.

CCHS students named to state chorus

Legislature...
(Continued from Page One) _
ment that effectively incorporated
another bill that had been stalled
in committee.
The amendment by Rep. Bob
Heleringer, R-Louisville, contained the provisions of his bill prohibiting banks from charging
credit-card customers a service
charge or interest if their bill is
paid in full by the end of the billing
period.
.
The Banking and Insurance
Committee voted last week to
delay action on Heleringer's bill
until other bills on the subject are
introduced.
The House voted to lay the bill
on the clerk's desk after approving Heleringer's amendment. The
original bill would allow banks to
charge for a title search on second

The first special grand jury was
impaneled by DeFalaiie's
predecessor, Patrick Molloy, who
withdrew from the investigation
in August 1979 when the name of
his brother, James H. "Mike"
Molloy, surfaced in a probe of
state insurance contracts.
Attorneys from the U.S. Department of Justice's Public Integrity
Section took control of the inV tigation upon Patrick Molloy's
drawal and oversaw all the inctments returned to date.
The first indictment charged
state Sen. Woodrow Stamper, DWest Liberty, and Lexington realestate appraiser Robert F. Link
with illegally profiting from the
state's purchase of the old Hidden
Valley resort in Powell County.
Link was acquitted of all
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Bill approved
to reapportion
senate districts
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SEN.GREG HIGDON
First Senate District
With a two-day holiday, it's been a short week in
Frankfort — and this report will likewise be brief.
Our biggest news of the week is the approval of a
bill which reapportions Kentucky's 38 Senate
Districts.
As I predicted last week there will be some
changes in the first district — primarily the addition of Trigg County. Since my district fell 6,922 people short of the ideal population of 96,336, Trigg was
added. That addition, balanced with the shift of four
Marshall County precincts into the 2nd District, will
give us close to the proper count. Now all of Marshall County will be together in one district — the
second — which is represented by Sen. Helen Garrett of Paducah.
Several of the new districts have counties which
are divided between two or more districts. I think
we are fortunate here in western Kentucky that
under this new plan there will be no split counties in
either the first, second or fourth Districts.
Senate redistricting may be out of the way, but
now we must move on to another controversial and
difficult issue — the budget. Under the state Conc'stitution, revenue matters must originate in the
House, but the Senate won't be waiting to hear from
the House side before tackling the ;10 billion biennial budget.
I have attended several budget hearings on one of
my number one concerns education. We've heard
testimony from top education officials including
Raymond Barber, the Superintendent of Public In
struction.
Among some of the budget proposals being tossed
around are salary increases and/or extended days
of employment for some personnel, a mandatory
kindergarten program, limitation on bus pick-up,
free textbooks and student fees.
We are only in the initial stages of these review
sessions, and I'll be keeping you posted on education and other important revenue matters as the
budget-review process continues.
Don't forget you can reach me in Frankfort by
calling, toll-free, 1-800-372-7181. An operator will
take your message and put it on my desk.

by m.c. garrott

garrott's galley

Hunter Love left his craft's mark
in just about every home in Murray
Ten days before Christmas I went
by 503 Poplar and had a deliglitful,
two-hour visit with myfrierid,14sitsterLove. He was in great spirits and
talked freely about some of the
highlights of his long and active life.
He was 79 last October 25.
I'm glad I took the time to go see
Hunter, for three weeks later —
almost to the day — he was gone, losing a long battle with a heart problem
late in the evening of New Year's
Day.
Hunter and I were friends from the
time I came to Murray in 1968. We
had a common interest with
photography — him being a professional and me just trying to get pictures good enough to print. We also
were in the Rotary Club together. He,
Tommy Brown and Don Keller were
the only ones there I could look
straight in the eye.
Through his work, I'm sure he left
his mark in just about every home in
Murray.
•••
Hunter was born in a big, twostory, brick house which stood where
the old Houston-McDevitt Clinic
parking lot is now. His father, W. G.
Love, also was a photographer. It
was he who built the house as well as
the buildiag still standing next to the
parking lot on its south side.
Now occupied as an insurance office that was where he had his studio.
Hunter's mother was the former
Flora Sale, whose father, Dr. J. H.
Sale, was a doctor who lived on
Poplar near where 11th street runs

into it today. He died in the spring of
1911.
_ An only child, Hunter recalled going to kindergarten out on Chestnut
Street, near where Gaylord and
Marilyn Mason Forrest live today.
He laughed when he remembered the
day he floundered in a 15-inch snow
while trying to get to the outdoor
toilet and was rescued and "thawed
out" by a man who happened to be
passing.
Some of his earliest memories of
Murray also included the fire that
destroyed the courthouse in 1906 and
the one in 1908 which gutted the Bank
of Murray building .at the corner of
4th and Main.
••..
Hunter was only 9 years Old when
his father died°, and he and his
mother moved from the big house on
North 4th to litre with her sister.
"Mother wanted me to be a
preacher," he said, "and every time
the doors opened at the First Baptist
Church, we were there." At the time.
the church was a brick building
where the present church is now. It
was torn down in the early '20s to
make room for the building there today.
He went to high school for three
years where the Murray Middle
School is today, but, again, in a different building. The one in which he
studied burned in 1919 between
Christmas Day and New Year's.
He was home from Jackson, Tenn.,
at the time. His mother had enrolled
hin at Union University to study for

Sen. Williams
needs expelling
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The U.S. Senate has not expelled one of its
members in more than a hundred years, but that
embarrassing task is now at hand. Soon after Congress reconvenes, the Senate must vote on the expulsion of Sen. Harrison Williams of New Jersey,
and it is hard to sic how the senators can do
anything but show hiathe clook.
The Senate Ethics Committee last August recommended the expulsion of the New Jersey Democrat
after reviewing the same evidence that led a
federal court jury to convict him of bribery in one of
the FBI "Abscam" cases. The recommendation
was as non-partisan as it could be — a unanimous
vote by the three Democrats and three Republicans
on the committee.
At the same time, however, the committee asked
the full Senate to delay its vote on the question until
Sen. Williams had a chance to press his argument
that he was a victim of '±entrapment" — lured into
committing a crime he was not otherwise disposed
to commit.
That argument has now been heard and rejected
— by Federal Jhdge George C. Pratt of Brooklyn. In
an analysis running to 61 pages, the judge finds that
the senator "knowingly and voluntarily" agreed to
use his senatorial influence to obtain government
contracts in exchange for a loan from a supposed
Arab sheikh.
The people of'New Jersey have been ill-served by
Williams, who faces sentencing Jan. 26. His
presence in thlenate bringsno honor to that body.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Calleway County High School students receiving
superior ratings at Oratory and Interpretation
Workshop at Murray State University were Stacy.
Adams, Sandra Hargrove, Sandy Moody, Laura
Sills,Doris Turner and.Carla Watkins.
Twenty years ago
A dark fired tobacco grading contest for
members of Future Farmers of America and 4-H
Club in Purchase District had been scheduled Jan.
27. It was to be at Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association's building, according to Beale
Outland, president of Murray Tobacco Board of
Trade.
Thirty years ago
Margaret Ann Tarry of Murray High School had
won first place in an essay contest on "How Good
Soil Conservation Practices In My District Will
Contribute To Standards of Living and Security of
All Our People." The contest had been sponsored by
The Courier-Journal, Louisville Times, and WHAS,
Louisville
mthe
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the ministry,and, in his first year, he
was home for Christmas when the
school burned.
At first, his mother shared an
apartment with him in Jackson, but
soon after they moved there, she
became ill with tuberculosis — which
claimed many lives in those days —
and returned to the home of her
brother, Malcolm Sale, on the Lynn
Grove Highway just west of Johnny
Robertson Road.
Hunter was 19 when she died there
shortly afterwards gt the age of 50.
Two Calloway Countians — Joe
McMillan and Toy Gregory — then
moved into the Jackson apartment
with him as he continued his studies
at Union.
1

It was about this time that he
began to acquire an interest in
photography. In a makeshift
darkroom in the basement of the
school's main building, he began to
develop film and print pictures.
It also was about this time that he
cameto the conclusion that he wasn't
cut out for the ministry. had joined
a literary society and tried to learn
how to get on my feet and speak," he
chuckled, but I just wasn't good at
it. Being a preacher just wasn't for
me." He thought-then that he would
become a teacher.
Before graduating from Union in
1924. Hunter spent three summers
doing what thousands of young college students have done since then to
earn money. He sold-Bibles and dictionaries for Southwestern Book
•

Company at Nashville.
One summer they sent him to
Peebles, Ohio. The next, he was sent
to Quincy, Fla., near Tallahassee,
and for the third to Williamsburg,
Va., but long before the restoration of
the historic area.
He recalled many pleasant
memories of his time at
Williamsburg, during which he
visited Jamestown, where some of
our earliest forefathers settled, and
Yorktown, where the Revolutionary
War ended. He laughed when . he
recalled his trip home that summer.
After taking a boat up the Potomac
to Washington and seeing the sights
there, he started hitch hiking to Murray. The rides were plentiful until he
reached West Virginia, where he
•'bogged down."
It took a hike over one of its
steepest mountains to convince him
thkt he should take a train on home,
which he did, stopping briefly to go
through Mammoth-Ca ve.
•••
Alone as far as any immediate
family was concerned and out of
school with a college degree, Hunter
in 1924 was ready to seek his fortune
in the business and professional
world.
Thursday, I will share with you
some of the things he told me about
that — his brief teaching career, how
he . happened to become a
photographer and some ol the
highlights of his 43 years of making
pictures of just about everyone in
Murray at one time or another.

Thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf Though the Christian missionary
tradition is a rich one, some selfcritical souls have occasionally questioned .the arrogance of Westerners
who so readily impose their cultural
values Tincluding religious- 0-n-es) on others without regard for what might
be lost in such an imposition.
Perhaps this is what inspired
Thomas Merton to write these words
to an Indian friend:
It was certainly right that
Christian Europe should bring
Christ to the Indians of Mexico
and the Andes, as well as to the
Hindus and. the Chinese: but
where they failed was in their
inability to encounter Christ
already potentially present in
the Indians,the Hindus, and the
Chinese.

letters to the editor

Writer concerned about funding for higher education
Dear Editor,
Although some publicity has been
given by the media to a new plan of
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education for funding higher education during the 1983-84 biennium, I
am concerned that most people may
not priderstand some of the grave implications of the proposal. One part of the Council's proposal
troubles me very much; and should
be a matter of great concern for
many other people in the West Kentucky area. It essentially calls for a
redistribution of state dollars for
higher education, with awe going to
the University of Kentucky State
University and fewer to Murray
State University and the four other
Universities in the state system.
If this becomes a reality and our
university gets a reduced state appropriation so that UK, U of L and
Northern can have more, the quality
and the effectiveness of education offered at Murray State and the other
schools will be damaged and
diminished.

A second part of the Council's plan
also disturbs me. In a time when student financial aid opportunities are
being sharply reduced because of
cutbacks in federal educational
assistance programs, the Council on
Higher Education is advocating a 30
percent increase in tuition over the
next two-year period.
The combination of higher tuition
and reductions in financial aid will
undoubtedly mean that some young
people who are deserving and eager
for a college education will have their
hopes destroyed. Somehow that
seems totally foreign to the, terms
"democracy" and "equal opportunity" we have learned so much about.
Such a tuition increase will not _affect me nearly as much as any
other students because I live at Rome
in Murray and have a campus job
that helps considerably in off-setting
school expenses. However, many
students live in campus housing and
eat in campus dining halls,-as well as
pay tuition that is already high
enough.
•

I suppose the question that corncerns me the most is: Are we going to.
allow our society to become again a
place where only the rich can afford
the opportunity for a top quality
education? Many people in West Kentucky could not afford an education
under those circumstances.
I believe that it is high time that we
in this area, collectively speaking,
make _it_known in. a loud and _clear
voice that we are not from the Lexington, Louisville or Covington
areas. We are as entitled to the 'opportunity for a quality education in
our home area as anyone else, but if
we do not make our feelings known
NOW, we are in great danger of finding ourselves left out in the cold.
Before the Council's proposal
becomes reality, it must clear
through the -Department of Finance
with the governor's approval and he
enacted by the 1982 Kentucky
General Assembly; so the battle has
just begun. However, we must unite
for us to prevail. hope all students.

Calloway's Chic Nute supported
Dear Sirs:
The purpose of this letter is twofold. First, I would like to compliment your newspaper on its fine
coverage of its local sports teams.
Living in Murray but criaehing in
Fulton I have little oportunity to see
the Focal basketball games.
However, by reading the accounts of
your sports columnists I generally
get a fine picture of, what rook place
theprevious night. Keep up the good
work. ,
Secondly I would like to publicly

show my support for Chic'Note and
the Calloway County Boys Basketball
Team. Coach Nute is probably the
finest gentleman and Christian person I have had the opportunity to
work with. He does an outstanding
job of coaching'and he always has the
best interests of his players at heart.
The Calloway County hoard of
Education ;mil the Calloway County
parents should be happy that they
have such a person as Coach Nute.
The Laker; have lost ::411111• tliP11 1 :11111
excithig gaines, all they need is more

vocal Support from fans to push them
over the top.
So, instead of complaining and bad
Yellg
mouthing after a close loss
little louder at the next game. GM
behind your team and Coach Nute.
CallowAy is lucky to have such a
fine team and such a fine man
leading it.
Sincerely.
David Elliott
Head flays Itaikeelo It Coach
Fulton City High Sclowl

parents, staff, alumni and friends of
Murray State and the four other
regional universities involved will.
raise their voices immediately so
that state legislaters and anyone else
involved in the decision-making process may hear and understand.
A great deal is at stake affecting
the lives of Kentuckians, especially
Kentucky students, for many years
to come.
Ray Stewart
MSU student
Murray, Kentucky.
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Vaughn boy born Jan. 22

Fortieth anniversary celebrated

Monday, Feb. 1. No formal celebration is planned
because of the health of Mrs. Neale, the former Imogene Alexander.
They have two -sons, Bob Neale and Jerry Don
Neale, and five grandchildren, Bruce, Susan,
Michelle, Todd and Varerie Neale, all of Huntsville,
Ala.

Mr. and Mrs. David Vaughn, Rt. 5, are the
parents of a baby boy born Friday, Jan. 22, at 11:10
p.m. at Murray-Calloway Count5, Hospital. The
baby weighed six pounds 6;4 ounces, measured 191
/
4
inches and has been named Nicholas Eugene. They
have two other sons, Sean, 7, and Jeremy, 5. The
mother is the former Judi Holt.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vaughn and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Holt, Sr., Rt. .1, Dexter. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker,
Sikeston, Mo., and Maude McKinney, Granite City,

Marray Ledger & Times
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Mr. and Mrs. Arvin
Hill, Rt. 1, Dexter,
celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary Sunday,
Jan. 24. They were married in 1942 at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Mrs. Hill, tile former
Nadene Duncan, is the
daughter of the late
Tremon Duncan and
Freddie Bizzell Duncan.
Mr. Hill, a retired
Calloway County school
bus driver, is the son of
the late Gid Hill and Annie Nanney Hill.
They have six children,
Parvin, Melissa and
Doris Hill and Melinda
Stone, Rt.- 1, Dexter,
Barry Hill, Almo, and
Mitchell Hill, Murray.
They have 13 grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.
A dinner was Sunday in
celebration of the event.
Attending were•Mr. and
Mrs. Parvin Hill and son,
Lonnie, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Stone, Mr. and
Mrs. Barry Hill and son,
Jason, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Riddle, Melissa
Hill, Doris Hill, Bonnie
Stone, Paul Duncan,
Jessica Chadwick and the
honored couple.
'

SIDS group plans meeting
SIDS Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 28,
at 7 p.m.at Calloway County Hgalth Center.,
Lillian Robertson, general licensed practical
nurse, said this is for all interested persons. who
have suffered the unexpected death of a young
adult, child or infant through sudden death or accident.

Oaks club schedules event

A Valentine sweetheart dinner-dance will be
Saturday, Feb. 13, at Oaks Country Club. A social
—
hour will be at 6 p.m., dinner will be served at 6:30' •
Bill Teuton, executive vice president of Murrayp.m. and a dance will follow.
Calloway County Chamber, of Commerce, will
. Admission will be $10 per couple. Reservations
speak at a meeting of Zeta Department of Murray
should be made by Tuesday, Feb. 9, by calling
Woman's Club Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at club
Carita Lamb,Bamboo Garden, phone,753-0317.
house.
Ruth Caldwell,Zeta chairman,said this will be an
open meeting. Hostesses will be Vivian Hale, Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale, 1104 Sycamore St.,
Elkins, Ruth Blackwood, Christine Batts and Jane
will observe their 52nd wedding anniversary on
Fitch.

--Z, tos-to-hetar-Teutort speak

Couple married 52 years

Coming community events
Tuesday,Jan. 26
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority will meet at 7
p.m. with Donna
Garland.
• ---Murray Civic Music
Association will present
-The Most Happy Fella"
at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, 4 Murray
State University. Note
change from Monday to
Tuesday.

• Tuesday,Jan.26
United Methodist Church.
---Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition"
Cente.
Shower for Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Lackey who
lost their home by fire
will be from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. at Hazel Baptist
Church.

Shower for Eddie and
Murray Lions Club will
Rit•a Culver and meet at 6:30 p.m. at
daughter, Lisa, whose Seven Seas Restaurant.
home vils destroyed by
--Wednesday,Jan.27
fire, will be from 6:30 to 9
Hazel and Senior
p.m. at Brooks Chapel
PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray' Ledger 81. Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wed•
ding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information'delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Firrins outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N.4th St.

Thursday,Jan.28
Magazine Club will
Citizens Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 meet at 1:30 p.m. at
p.m. Free blood pressure Triangle Inn with Inez
checks will be given at Claxton as hostess.
Hazel.
Murray Women of
Title I District Council Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
for Murray Independent at lodge hall. Members
Schools, Annette are asked to note change
Schroeder, chairman, in date.
--will meet at 5 p.m. at
Golden Age Club will
Murray High School.
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
United Campus First United Methodist
Ministry luncheon will be Church social hall. A
at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio white elephant sale will
Room,University Center, be conducted.
Murray State University.
Bible Journaling Group
Make Today Count will of First Christian Church
meet at 1:30 p.m. at will meet at 7 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway County home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Hospital.
Marvin, 1658 College Terrace.
Returning Students
Mothers Day Out will
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall, be at 9 a.m. at First BapMurray State University. tist Church.
--Senior Citizens CentersOvereaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in will be open as follows:
Classroom 2 of Murray- Hai41 and Douglas from
Calloway County 10 a.m. to -2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hospital.

I, I
Gen. Robert E. Lee was
named commander-inchief of the Confederate
Army during the Civil
War,iti 1865.
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Mr.and Mrs. Arvin Hill

Responsibility of contraception
should be mutual for partners
DEAR ABBY: I am a
female student at Purdue. A male student and I
have been having a
discussion, and we cant
agree on several points.
May we have your opinion?
1. Should the male or
female assume the
responsibility of contraception in a relationship?
2. If the female
assumes the responsibility but she becomes pregnant, either by accident
or negligence, how much
responsibility does the
male then have?
3. If the girl becomes
pregnant, who has the
right to decide. whether
she should have an abortion?
NO NAME,PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: 1.
The responsibility should
be shared equally by both
parties.
2. Regardless of the
circumstances, the male
shares equally in the
responsibility.
3. The girl should consider the male's wishes,
but if they cafil agree,

the final decision should
be hers. It's her body.
.••
DEAR ABBY: You told
"Born in Illinois" that
her children were
"technically 100 percent
American, but the
percentage of Italian
blood in the veins of her
children is one-quarter."
Abby, for nearly 50
years I have tried to get
people to see themselves
as Americans, not
hyphenates. There is no
such thing as "Italian
blood," one-quarter or
otherwise. Blood has no
Italianness or Irishness
or Frenchness. Blood has
only life, so let's begin to
see people as people,
four-quarters' worth all
the time.
DR. JOSEPH V.
ELLIS, ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR OF
HISTORY, TRENTON
STATE COLLEGE,N.J.
DEAR DR. ELLIS:
Most people are aware
that there is no difference
between the. blood of an
Italian and the blood of
an Irishman, or any other
human; it's just a figure

ANDITS

I
.

of speech to denote what
percentage of that person's heritage is Italian
or Irish. However, your
point is well taken, so
let's not draw any blood
over it.
• 0*
DEAR ABBY: Your
By Abigail Van Buren
answer to "Not Cheap when someone had been
But Fair," who didn't especially generous, we
believe in tipping had something special
waitresses just because it like an ice cream cone for
was expected, has pro- dessert.
mpted me to say, "Bless. So thanks to all the
your wonderful father, generous tippers out
Abby, for tipping there. There are still a lot
generously when times of women who, as your
were tough."
late father said, "are
As a grown-up working hard to make an
daughter of a waitress. I honest living."
can say that all those tips
ONE OF THREE
.••
that people like your
father gave my mother 20
CONFIDENTIAL TO A
years ago fed, clothed LOSER IN LAWTON,
and housed three hungry OKLA.: If you think
children. Our father was you're %loser, you are.
rarely in the picture and
•••
we had no food Stamps,
Problems? You'll feel
no welfare - nothing but better if you get them off
Mom, who worked as a your chest. Write to Abwaitre'ss. She'd come by: P.O. Box 38923,
home tired, with sore and Hollywood, Calif. 90038,
aching feet, and prepare For a personal reply,
dinner with groceries please enclose a
bought with the tips she'd stamped, self-addressed
earned that day. On days envelope.

Preschool
has openings
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DAVID RICE and Melody Parker pose with their teacher, Sara Hussung, at
Murray Preschool Corporation.
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You Can't Eat This Good At Home For This Pric..

PROPHETSTOWN, Ill.
(AP) - When Sandra
Wessels and Joel Flynn
say, "I do," their proud
mothers will be ,watching
closely - from the other
side of the prayer books.
Both mothers are ordained ministers.
"We believe it will be
the, first time two
mothers have officiated
at the wedding Of their
children," said the Rev.
Joyce Flynn, 43, -mother
of the groom, of the Jan.
14th wedding. "In fact, it
only has been the last 25
years that women have
been ordained into- the

ministry of the United
Methodist Church and
allowed to move into
traditionally male roles."
The Rev. Sue Wessels,
38, and the mother of the
bride, said their families
are very close. The wedding will be at Loraine
United Methodist Church
in Prophetstown, 150
miles west of Chicago,
where she is pastor.
The couple, both 21, will
live in Los Angeles where
the groom is an escalator
installer. The bride is studying to be a social
worker.

Murray Preschool Corporation has openings for
their sessions for three
and four year olds.
Sessions are conducted
each Monday, Wednesday and Friday at Murray State University's
Early Childhood Center.
Sara Hussung is the
teacher.
Each parent in the coop assists the teacher
once or twice a month,
thus sharing valuable
preschool time with the
children, A school
spokesman said.
Special activities in
music, art and science
are planned along with
monthly field trips. Toys,
games and creative
materials are scaled to
the children's size and interests.
The school is an independent, non-profit
cooperative preschool. It
is operated by parents of
the children enrolled. The
cooperative structure lets
parents share their
child's first experience at
school.
Anyone interested in
enrolling their child may
contact Murray
Preschool Corpo-ation,
P.0. Box 2634, University
Station, Murray, Ky., or
call Meredith Zehr at 7539618.
•
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Storys honored on 25th anniversary

-*ling planned-in Florida

_

Mr. and Mil. Tommy
Story of l'uryear, Tenn.,
recently were honored by

their children with a
silver anniversary buffet
dinner at Dakota Feed &
Grain.
After the meal the couple was presented gifts of
silver from friends and
other gifts from children
and parents.
The couple was married Dec. 22, 1956, in Murray with Carmaleta
Charlton Eldridge and
Jimmy Lamb as attendants. Mrs. Story is the
former Janie Charlton.
They are the parents of
four children, Vanessa,
Greg, Gary and Shane
Story.
Attending the dinner
were Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes Bennett, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Knott, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Liddle, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore, Mr.
and Mrs. Derrell Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mr. and Mrs.
Lal Elliott, Mr. and Mrs.
Tolbert Story, Mrs.
Homer Charlton, Tammy
Martin, Monty Wilson,
the honored couple and
their four children.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Story

Your Individual
Horoscope

e

Methodist women plan program
The Women's Division
of the General Board of
Global Ministries of
FUMC sponsors the Call
to Prayer and SelfDenial. "Support the
Struggle Against
Racism" is the theme for

r

giving this year,
McLemore said.
"In the prayer and self-

denial program we hope
to 'open our eyes so we
may see glimpses of truth
God has for us' on being
neighbors to all we
meet," said McLemore.

Services for the "quiet
day" program, "Open
Our Eyes, Our Ears and
Our Hearts," were written by Mary Lou Santillan Baert.

chapter, said the awards
are given each year to a
senior at each of the local
high schools. Selection is
based on leadership,

In other instances the Cord
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replacing it if necessary,
until the chicken is tender
— about 45 minutes.
Serve the chicken as is
with the vegetables. Pass
a salt mill and a pepper
grinder. Use the broth

that accumulates for
stock or for a sauce to
serve with the chicken.
Makes 4 servings.

Twin sisters celebrate 1.00th-birthday
the very best we've ever
had in our lives," Lucy
said Jan. 13 at the McRae

They are identical
McRAE, Ga. (AP) —
'Those who enjoy wat- twins, and the Guinness
ching people hit the cen- Book of World Records
tury mark will do a estimates the odds of a
pair of twins living to age
double-take at this duo.
*.t• 4111,
Lucy Brown Coleman 100 are 700 million to 1.
and Elizabeth Brown
TRISHA D.CLARK 'English are 100 years
"We've always had
Calloway High
good birthdays, but this is
young.
Rt. 1, has been named to.
Who's Who Among
American High Schools"
and serves as editor-inchief of the 1982 Laker annual.
Hussung,son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Hussung,
Meadowlane, was a 1979
Baldwin Piano Keyboard
winner and is a National
Merit semi-finalist.
The two high school
award winners will be
honored at a luncheon in
March by the DAR
chapter.

K
old
Chains,
Bracelets,
Charms

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
-also smoked when she was
pregnant.
DEAR READER — In
general, I believe a healthy
mother is more apt to have a
healthy child. Healthy
includes not smoking. Studies do show that as a group
babies born to smoking
mothers have lower birth
weight and a higher percentage have convulsions, Which,
of course, does not mean
that all babies born to smoking mothers will have a
problem.
Many things an adult
absorbs and tolerates cannot
be tolerated as well by the
immature defense mechanisms of the still developing
baby. In addition smoking
may damage the placenta
that provides circulation to
the baby.
After birth, the baby has
the same problem as other
nonsmokers forced to
breathe a smoker's polluted
air. It is roughly equivalent
to being a mild smoker yourself.. And 6iilk does concentrate some substances in it.
Cow's milk in'the United
States today contains lots of
iodine because the iodine is
in the cow's food and then is
concentrated in the milk.
' Don't overreact, as your
granddaughter will probably
grow up beautiful and
healthy. But she would be
- better off not exposed to cigarette smoke.

dependability, .service
and patriotism, Nance
said.
Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy F. Clark,

steamer; insert the top
part and cover tightly.
Bring the water to a boil
and keep it boiling,

peeled and halved
2 inner ribs of celery,
each halved
2 medium carrots, peeled and quartered
Place the chicken,
Broccoli Melba • Toast breast portions at the top,
Baked Grapefruit in the solid bottom upper
part of a steamer (or imBeverage
provise
such a steamer).
Chicken
Steamed
Calorie watchers will- Add the remaining ingredients.
appreciate this.
Add the. required
3-pound frying chicken,
amount of water to the
cut up
Medium-size onion, bottom part of the
By CECILY

BROWNSTONE
Associated Press
Foal Editor
DINNER FARE ‘,
Steamed Chicken Riese

Nursing Home, where the

two celebrated. "We've
always enjoyed our lives.
No matter how things
went, we always found
something to laugh at."

When you decide
to lose weight... Murray
Do what these folks have—done.
They called Diet °miter and won thd
losing battle.

/fr

In 1981 Our Losers Lost
5,145 Lbs. at Diet Center

Ll
Shad &Clare

heads C.eirminglies

Cough persists too long

DEAR DR. LAMB — A
little over three weeks ago
my husband developed what
I thought was a bad cold.
The cold was associated
with a severe cough. He
would cough and cough until
he really did turn blue. The
cold disappeared except for
the cough. Now he is still
coughing this dry cough. He
even wakes up at night
coughing.
He has always been in
good health. He is 42 years
old, 5 feet 11 and weighs 165
pounds. He used to smoke
but he quit about two years
ago so it is not a cigarette
cough. I am worried because
the cough hangs on and
because his coughing spells
are so severe. I have encouraged him to see a doctor but
he says it will disappear
soon on its own. I'm not so
sure.
DEAR READER — The
general rule is that if a
cough persists longer than
10 days a person should see
a doctor. A cough is a symptom, not a diagnosis. While a
cold or.flu.can cause a cough
it should be remembered
that the persistent cough
may be a sign of something
else. In some instances after
a Severe case of influenza
the trachea (wind pipe) may
remain inflamed and cause
a chronic persistent cough. -

Steamed chicken recipe listed for dinner

•

About 1.4 million
women in more 'than
25,000 local units in all 50
states and Puerto Rico
will join in the observance. Last year the offering totaled $847,647, an
increase of $19,438 over
the previous year,
McLemore said.

HEALTH
was never a cold but an
allergic reaction. The persistent cough may be a continmanifestation of the
rgy.
Coughs can be from
underlying heart failure
causing fluid to accumulate
in the lungs. I doubt this is so
in your husband's case since
he appears to have been in
-good health.
Smoking is a frequent
cause of a chronic cough.
And it often takes longer
than two years for a person
who has damaged his lungs
from smoking to recover. In
some instances some permanent lung damage persists.
There is always the danger,
too, of underlying cancer of
the lung.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-10,
Cough: How and When to
Treat It, which may help you
persuade your husband to
see a doctor. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City-Station, New York, NY
.
10019.
DEAR DR LAMB — My
-law
le gave birth
daughter;il
to a beauti I daughter, but I
am concer d about the
baby. My daughter-in-law is
-nursing her.. I'm worried
'because- she smokes. Iloesn't
this affect the baby? She

•f

Karen Ann Covington

Two students named

Two local high school
seniors have been named
for the Good Citizen
Frances Drake
awards given annually by
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1982
handle
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close ties have worthwhile (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
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you'll meet with an opportuni- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(May 21 to June 20)
bring hapBusiness does not mix well ty to improve both finances Cultural pursuits
credit-card
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but
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and
for
with pleasure, yet a chance
spending. It's not a good time
gain comes now,if you're will- SCORPIO
to seek a loan or to make hasty
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down
cut
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Find
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work hard.
unnecessary expenditures.
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0 Don't be suspicious of one who YOU BORN TODAY are
(June 21 toJuly 72) 181
and is truly interested in you. En- versatile, yet inclined to have
in-laws
with
Relations
fixed ideas. You feel a strong
MARK HUSSUNG
co-workers are not the best, joy hobbies.
.0440. bond of kinship with your
Murray High
but you'll have luck with SAGITTARIUS
fellowmzn and seek to be of
romance and children. Relax- (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) "
Don't rely on others now. universal service.
ation can be good therapy.
Hussung, Murray High
School.
Doris Nance, Good
Citizen committee chairman for the DAR

The First United
Methodist Church
Women will have a program for annual observance of Call to Prayer
and Self-Denial Tuesday,
Feb. 2, at 10 a.m. in Hale
Chapel.
Major events of the
observance include the
"quiet day" and descriptions of mission projects
for which a special offering is given, according to
Ruth Ann McLemore,
women's program chairman.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Covington of flactlenny,
Fifa., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Karen
Ann, to Carlton Dyke
Snipes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack E. Snipes of
Ponte Vedra Beach,Fla.
The bride-elect was
graduated from University of North Florida and
Murray State University.
She is employed by
Florida Publishing Company, Jacksonville, Fla.,
as an advertising account
executive.
Covington is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Farris, 1311
Olive Blvd., and the late
Mrs. E. D. Covington,
Murray.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of University of
•North Florida.
presently is employed by
the state of Florida as an
internal auditor.
The wedding will take
place Saturday, April 17,
at 4:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Macclenny.

Jackie Cassie,
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Get The Losers Spirit
It's Easy. Just Coll Us
FOR MEN • FOR WOMEN •FOR CHILDREN

40%
Off
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our complete selection
lof Chains,
Bracelets and
Charms in 14K
Gold, specially
priced for
Valentines Day.
See

Charge It!
Easy Terms
Hurry Limited Offer

Diet Center offers
separate weight-loss programs for men, women
and children who want to
lose weight and learn how
to keep it off. Sound butrition; private, daily
counseling, and behavior
modifitation form the
basis of this, the most

weightloss program available today. There are no shots,
drugs or prepackaged
foods associated with
Diet Center. And there are
no contracts to sign. People stick with the Diet
Center Program because
they want to...because it
really works!

comprehensive

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"
NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS•NO CONTRACTS
There are now °VIM 1.350 Dlist Cants, locations ell across !ha
United Slateiand Canada Call th• one nor/gaol you today toes
Win, Introductory consultation. 11 could cnang• your Mal
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In-come criteria revised
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Here's the Answer

By ANDY LANG
AP Ne•sfeatures
Q. — Our home was
built in 1963. We purchased it in 1976 even though it
lacked insulation. Two
years later, we had it
completely -remodeled
We 'insulated the wails
and the attic &rid •` had
double-paned windows installeid. Since then. we
have-had moisture on the.
windows. en the -ceilings
of the bedrooms and
sometimes in other
places. We have a gas
wall heater, hut no central heating or cooling.
The house is built off the
ground. We have not insulated under the bottom,
and we do not have ventilators, louvers. Can you
tell us what i1 causing the
moisture buildup?
A. — The excessive
amount of moisture in the
house cannot escape. You
need louvers in the attic
and vents in the outside
walls, which should have
been done when the house
was remodeled but still
can and 'bust be done.
The chances are that
much of the moisture,
besides that which occurs
from cooking and various
other household activities, is coming from

More people eligible for Fm HA loans

=MIIMMI
a=1.110

The U.S. Department
of Agriculture has
changed its regulations
to make it possible for
more people to receive
home loans through the
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA),
Q. — Is there any way according to Kendell L.
to soundproof an apart- Seaton, FmHA state
ment? Is there paneling director.
with a backing or some
The revised rules
such product? We called change the income
a man in and he said the eligibility criteria and
folks above would not make numerous
hear us, but we would still changes to clarify and
hear them, which made simplify operation of the
no sense to us. Any advice agency's single-family
would be welcomed.
housing programs,
A. — Lots of mail on Seaton said.
this subject in recent
The FmHA has a
months. It is easier to broad range of housing
keep sound within an
apartment than keep it
out. If you put acoustical
tile on the ceiling, it will
— as you hove been told
— do more to prevent By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
sound from going
Safety pins and zippers
upstairs than to keep
upstairs sounds from are staples of life, but if
coming down. But it will they were invented today,
help somewhat. If you would anybody be willing
can get the cooperation of to manufacture and
your neighbors and ex- market them?
Maybe, says Bonnie
plain the situation,
perhaps some padding Cashin. But, she adds,
under their rug (do they other inventions, perhaps
have one?) may be of as relevant to present and
help. However, some future lives, are stillborn
sounds — such as the for want of commercial
creaking of boards — receptivity to creative
concepts.
may still come through.
Out of the designer's

tl.e ground under the
house. Insulate under the
floors, then cover the
ground with sheets of
polyethylene, overlapping the sheets several inches and covering the
joints with enough sand to
keep them securely in
place and prevent ground
moisture from getting
through.

neat job and the repair
will not be noticed. Be
especially certain to roll
down the patched areas
so the same thing doesn't
happen again.

Q. — About 12 years
ago, we wallpapered our
recreation room in the
basement. It turned out
fine. Recently, we decided to redo the wallpaper,
but knowing how difficult
it is.to get wallpaper off
wallboard, we just
papered over the
previous paper. Now we
have rvefal bubbles — 2
to 3 inches long and about
1 inch wide. Do we have
to tear off the second
layer of wallpaper or is
there some other solution:?
A. — Take a razor
blade and cut slits in the
paper where the bubbles
are. That .will let out the
trapped air, after which
you will have to do the
best you can to reglue
that portion of the paper
to the wall. If you are
very careful, you can do a

come.
Apprreints who
qualify for moderateincome loans will pay
interest rates prevailing
when the loan is closed.
The current interest
rate charged by the
FmHA is 13.25 percent,
the director said.
For low-income ap,plicants, the agency
provides "interest
credits- which reduce
the amount of interest
the borrower pays,
sometimes to as low as
one percent.
Using data developed
by the Department of
Housing and Urban
Developmenut (HUD),

the FmHA now sets income eligibility limits in
more than 500 economic
areas throughout the nation. There are 15
economic areas in Kentucky, which are aligned with the Area
Development Districts.
Kentucky income
eligibility ranges from
817,000 to $20,500. The
low-income level at
which applicants
become eligible for
"interest credits"
ranges from $11,500 to
$15,000.
Interest rates charged
on loans to moderateincome borrowers may
be either FmHA's

established rate or
HUD's rate, depending
on the borrower's ability.
to pay.
FmHA operates a nationwide program of
housing, farm and community facility loans
through 2,000 county offices, 300 district offices, 50 state offices,
and a national headquarters in Washington,
D.C.
Kentucky operates
the programs through 70
county offices, 7 district
offices and a state office.
For additional information, contact
Carter D. Russell at 104
N.5th St., 753-0162.

Foundation's goal to develop innovative items
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programs, including
mortgage loans for
single-family and multiple family housing.
One of the major
changes in the regulations is the elimination
of a single, nationwide
income eligibility level,
Seaton said. Previously,
only families with adjusted . incomes below
$15,000 were eligible for
FmHA housing loans.
Income ceilings now
vary by economic areas
and are based on a
percentage of the median income of the area,
he adder Low-income
is defined as 80 percent
of the area median in-

dream," she said. But she butwill-it-sell attitude is
began working to eclipsing valid design.
establish such a group on- We believe some of toly about two years ago day's consumers are
when a relative urged her more adventurous than
to set up the foundation if manufacturers.
she believed in it.
"If business is bad, and
The designer and her it is bad, it's because the
board of advisors, which available products do not
includes others in the answer consumer needs.
design field, represen- The creative and intatives of museums,foun- novative person is, furdations, business and the thermore, a member of
media, have a sense of an endangered species,"
urgency about their she said.
The fund, which receivgoals.
"We feel an intensive ed a grant from the National Endowment for the
Arts, is presently raising
funds so that an awards
program can be implemented. The fund
plans to make available
small grants as well as its
expertise to individuals
with a creative idea. The
grants will finance
building of a prototype
By ANDY LANG
.can alter the result. Some the finished piece will
In 'testing finishes on product. Anyone with a
AP Newsfeatuers
newer final finishes are look.
scrap wood, you can get a good idea will be eligible
In reading about the not compatible with some
Many finishing better idea of the possible for consideration.
use of wood finishing_ oldline undercoats or materials are very flam- different results from the
"We are not going to
materials, you have often sealers, especially when mable, volatile, toxic or same items by ex- put anybody in business,
seen the admonition to a synthetic is used.
caustic. Know what you perimenting a little. On a but we will offer some
test them first on scrap
It can never be em- are using — another single piece of wood, try money and the advice
wood. Not too many per- phasized enough that a reason for label-reading. three mixtures in which and aid of established insons heed that advice, purchaser should read . Don't think the warnings the amount of the ingre- dividuals who care," exbecause it's seemingly a the label before he or she.- are, -for extra-cautious dients is -ehanged, each plained the designer.
kind of "throw away" puts up any money.
As the winner of virpersons and not really for time.
counsel that really isn't
We really all know that. you. No matter how
tually
every major
Mark the test areas 1, 2
very important..
But haven't you ever familiar you are • with a
over more
fashion
award
down
write
Then,
But it is.
walked into a hardware product, no matter how and 3.
than 30 years, Cashin has
each
mixtures
for
the
In no other field of do-it- store and picked out a can many times you have usbeen called "one of the
yourself endeavor is it of varnish or some other ed it, a single careless numbee,. When most inventive master
dried,
see
everything
has
more important. finishing material moment can bring
which result you like best craftsmen in the world of
Manufacturers' formulas without reading the tragedy.
you will be able to fashion," "a fashion
and
for the different types of label? Sometimes this ocoriginal," and "an invenIt's an excellent prac- duplicate it on your acwood finishing products curs after you have spent
tive master of form."
referring
by
project
tual
are not identical. The ad- a lot of time and con- tice, therefore, never to
Her concept of layered
dition or absence of a siderable labor in making use a finishing material to the written data. Never dressing for comfort and
your
memory,
since
trust
single ingredient can sure a piece of furniture — whether it be varnish,
warmth has entered the
alter the result, not usual- or other wooden item is lacquer, shellac, stain, something may interrupt history books, and the
and
you
experiment
your
bleach, remover or
ly to any great extant, but exactly right.
designer has prospered in
just enough so the user
You can't always find anything else — without may find it impossible to spite of the absence of
day
or
wonders why the finish scrap wood of the same being certain there is recall the details a
any foundation to support
a week later.
did not come out precise- type and species as the plenty of ventilation.
her work. But, she said,
ly the way it did the last object to be finished. If
The techniques of usThis is an especially ex- the role of a creative
time — the "last time" you can, so much the bet- ing these materials are cellent procedure when loner in the world of comoften being a few years ter, since then you can detailed in Andy Lang's you are testing stains to merce is difficult. For
ago when the makeup of make a perfect or almost booklet, "Wood Finishing see which color suits you every individual who sucthe material was dif- perfect test of the product in the Home," available best. Since the wipe-off ceeds, retaining her
ferent or when the brand and the method oi ap- by sending 50 cents and a process affects the inten- ideals and genius, many
was not the same.
plication. If you can't, long, stamped, self- sity of the color, it is im- are discouraged, turned
Also, even when the thee using some other addressed envelope to portant to write down back and ultimately lost
same product is used, a kind will at least give you Know-How, P.O. Box 477, how many seconds or to the society which needs
different undercoating a reasonable idea of how Huntington, NY 11743.)
minutes elapsed between them.
the application and the
"Buckminster Fuller,
wipe-off in each test.
the honorary director of
the Innovative Design
Fund, told me once it
takes about 20 years for
an idea to reach the
public. We want to
the blink?
shorten that span of time
for some creative ideas
evertor Pounil-Pere
000
that can contribute to our
Gresed Beef
surroundings."
What sort of products
could she imagine future
award winners might
14 lb. Box
. create? Off the top of her
Limited %poly Frosty Acres
head, she offered a few
suggestions: "Objects as
24/12 oz cams
ordinary as the safety pin
or as glamorous as a
Frosty Acres Cream Style
Better see the new —very
solar chip, fabric,
reliable— A B Orck 990
gossamer light yet warm
plain paper cope,
The 990 has all cr the'most
-12-1-11 is. pkIs.
... or shoes with a new
wanted feetures of meconstruction that would
chmes costmg 50% room
Frosty Acres Whole Kernel
- Includlng the versitollty
enable women to walk
to make 11 a 17" topesCopy both axles and use
comfortably.
most any ktod of paper ,n •
"Everyone agrees good
Cludino overhead trans
parenoes and labels
design can make
Cell us today
etonomic sense, but they
forget someone is needed
to spearhead good design.
It doesn't come out of a
committee, it comes from
116 NORTH 7T14
one human being, work2474912
MAYFIELD
solo."
ing
Guaranteed Tender
iomow•••••••••••••ei••••••••••••••••••11
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belief that today's commercial climate
discourages creative
minds and works against
the design and manufacture of the useful, practical and beautiful, a new
foundation has been
formed.
The Innovative Design
Fund — Ms. Cashin's
baby which has been
adopted by other creative
individuals in the fashion,
home furnishings and
design fields — has been
formed to seek out in-

novative products.
"We hope to begin making grants by the end of
the year," said Ms.
Cashin at her New York
studio. -We are interested in creative ideas
from uncommonly
creative persons in all
fields, including what we
wear and use and what
we live in and with."
The idea for a foundation to encourage
creativity came to her,
some years ago. "I used
to call it my impossible
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HAI137G
A MAMMOTH STONE FIREPLACE dominates the living
room of this unusual truncated A-frame cottage. Its 1,064
square feet encompass two bedrooms on the second floor,
reached via a circular staircase:' For more information on
Plan HA1137G write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to -Carl- E. Gaiser, 25600 Telegraph Road,
Southfield, Mich. 48034.

We Still Have
A Good Selection
Of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables
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Certificates
Get the most for your

money in the least
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!
Effective Ion. 26 Thru kb. 1, 82

$1988

$2295
$71 9

Orange Juice

Corn ..

13.78%

1 2 Year Certificates
2/
inanum

Copier on

Corn

of 5400.00

'.75 0/0
Effective Thru Feb. 1, 1982

2.,b.„,s1 5"
200 Lb. To 275 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

rity Federal
avings & Loan
Wholesale & Retail Meat
GIBSON HAM CO.
Asso.

-

1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
•

uses
LENDER

!CU N. 34 St.

Phew, 753-14101
HOURS;7:00 S:00 Moo. Fn.

Wit Accept FoodStoops

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

-IiYour Future Is Important To Us."

I Marjorie and Bill Major
•
753-0880
•
•••
•
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Prices Good Tues. Thru Sat.
641 N.759-9995 And
Bel Air Center 753-8277
Murray, Ky.

WALT MART

Super Value
1981 H & R Block
Income Tax Guide
*Contains the latest tax law
changes
•Loaded with tax saving ideas

HELP'

FEATURESTHIS YEAR TO
1. SAVE TIME AND MONEY:
NEAtt
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-AmoricalsOnlyDo-ft-Yaursolf IncomeTaxfAlarldiook
from the Most PopolorTax Authority in the County

Save 17%
Plastic Letterfile
•11 3/4-x41
2-x10/
•Won't scratch, rust or dent
*Model No.274A 'Reg. 3.44

Save 17%
Erasermate Pen
by Papermate

Save 22%
Bic Crystal
Blue Pen

•felefillable
•Erasable Ink
*No. 380-04'Reg. 1.48

*Medium point *Available in
blue or black or red *No M29B
'Rag. 184

Save 16%
Desk Drawer
Organizer
'Nine individual sections
•Model No. 299
*Reg. 2.23

Wal-Mart
Envelopes
•100 Count

WA L-A fl T

*White

EIMER'S
GlUE-Ait
'On ALl PoiNow, mutAUA, •
OAKS MAN •f hST •StRINIG

Save 21%
12 Pack File Folders
•Heavy weight manilla
'Model No. MM953
*Reg. 97'

50 ENVELOPES

Save 15%
Elmer's Glue-All •4 Oz.'Non-flammable and
non-toxic formula
*Dries clear and strong
*Shatter resistant plastic saver
bottle efslo. E372'Reg.634

Save 22%
Official Size
Paper Clips
•175 Chrome finish
paper clips •
•Model No 263
'Reg 44e

Save 21%
Plastic Check
File
•Includes 12 monthly
Index cards
'Model No. 273
'Reg. 3.77

Save 26%
Jotter Ball Pen
•Black ink •Reg 1,24

Save 23%
Wal-Mart Typing
Paper - 200 Count
*200 Sheets per package
*No. 39-3101 *Reg. 1.23

Legal Pad
Legad ?ad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Bed
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad.
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad
Legal Pad

10 ball pens
St..(te(.tSS MIA MALL
COLO.OF CAP IS (.0.0010, .140%

Save 19%
10 Pack Ball Pen
•Cnoic,e of blue gt black
'Medium point
stainless steel ball
•Reg. 97e

3

Super Value
6 Legal Pads
*Contains 6 pads, each pad 50 sheets

For
.Super Value .
Push Pins
*Asst. colors
•20 Asst. push pins

Super Value
Wal-Mart Filler
Paper - 200 Count
tQl-Iposp from wide or narrow
_ruled *No. 15-3029, 15-3130

-our estentron to -have everY
tt
WAL-MART'S- ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
advertised item in stock, however it due to any unforeseen reason an advertised-itern is noi
available for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request. for the merchandise
to be purchased at the sale pore whenever available or ivd1 sell you a similar item at a comparable
reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quantities
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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Salem Slim Lights 100's. ,
Light in tar. Light in looks.,
With all the smooth
country freshness of a Salem.
`I-pne Beautiful Menthol'::..,
in one beautiful box.
•
•

9 gig.18(.0.1 rag. niconr.e

per-6getioe. by FTC method.
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It's easy to transfer your prescription to Begley's.
You simply bring your prescription bottle to Begley's or
phone in your prescription number and your Begley
Pharmacist will do the necessary telephoning to your
doctor.
We have low everyday prescription prices. And we
invite you to price your prescription before we fill it.

Central Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9

New
Freedom

Mint Chocolates
Chocolates with a whisper

Belted Maxi Pads

of mint.
7'2 oz. Bag

Box of 12

......

•

„

.

We Care About Your

Good Health
Max Factor
Maxi

loom:
Welt
0

moxi-Freari
molowszlia
"

Bayer
Aspirin
Fast Pain Relief
100 Tablets
5 gr.

Unshine
oil-free make-up
pure, waterbase fragrance

Maxi-Fresh

X";#

fluid make-up
sheer, fresh moisture rich
'all shades

$249

chvin
GNI
Nutraderm
Ory sk

••

Non:namable, non-toxic,
• strong bonding, non-clogging twist cap.
4 oz.

Decongestant Tablets
For congested cold Er
sinus symptoms
24 tablets

lotion

1410.1tuni000
,
WIsaive slun

Nutraderm
Dry Skin Lotion
Moisturizer for dry,
sensitive skin
Lanolin Free
8 oz.

,
299

err

Save Money with
Begley Products
Begley's

-

Vitamin E
Provides 8.86 times the
U.S. recommended daily
allowance for Vitamin E.
2001.U.
100 Capsules

$199

Men's

Flannel Shirt
- 50% cotton, 50% polyester
• Long tail, with one pocket
• In sizes small, medium, large
Et extra large
• Assorted colors

Analgesic, Antihistaminic, Decongestant
for the symptomatic relief of sinus
congestion, colds, hay fever,
50 tablets

• Heavy Weight
• 50% polyester, 50% cotton
• Shirt made with double hemmed bottom
• Double thick knit cuffs on sleeves and ankles
• Sizes: mall, medium, large Et extra large

,

Hoisery
Beige-Taupe-Suntan

Timex
Mini Alarm

'Clock
Black or Beige

Photo Bonus
STICKERS
Coupons

29

als‹, ava lable in stores

f3
or$1

Knitted of a miracle stretch fiber that really
holds it shape. Topped off with a no-bind
wide comfort top bend.

Reprints
ROT color negatives only
L

sizes 128-110-135

Prints

$1499

Small enough to go almost anywhere,
the mini alarm is perfect for the home,
office or travel

Y AVAILABLE

Dandruff Shampoo
leaves heir clettr
easy to manage
4 oz.

EACH
for top
and bottom

Ladies
Knee Hi

fr mouthwash in one
Regular orlAint
6.4o.
•

Zincon

$3
7

Begley's

Decongestant
Tablets

$599

from slides or print to print
sizes up to 314 x 5

1
17..ch
$ r307829
371 6ze8s2

Color Enlargement
for 5 x-7
from any negative or slide

Limit 3

Color Enlargement 004I'7$
•
for 8 x 10
from color negatives only
\
•
Limit 3
•

expires
8/30/82
exPk"
8/30/82 /
•
•
•
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League
honors
Green,
Cooper

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Lady Laker senior
Rachel Lamb had a cold
hand Monday night, but it
worked as a shot improver rather than a hindrance.
In Calloway County's
girls basketball game at
Wingo, Lamb exploded
for a career high 25 points
in the CCHS 44-39 victory.
"She had a cut on a
finger on her shooting
hand," explained CCHS
coach Gloria _Friedgen,
"And she kept spraying it
with cold spray. She said
that's what made the difference."
The difference meant a
snap to the Lady Laker
losing streak, which extended to four after Friday's loss to Murray
High. CCHS now stands

CAREER HIGH — Lady Laker senior Rachel Lamb (43) scored a personal
career high 25 points Monday night at Wingo. Her 10 field goals and five of six
free throws paceli the Calloway County girls to a 44-39 victory, their fourth in
11 games.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray High's
freshmen boys notched
two victories in the past
three days.
Saturday the Tigers
avenged an earlier loss to
the Henry County (Tenn.)
Patriots by beating them
at home 50-38. Three
Tigers scored in doublefigures including Steve
Rutledge (17), Jamie
Johnson (12) and Mike
Wilkins (11).
Monday the Tigers
scored another home victory by trouncing South
Marshall 57-25.
Johnson was highscorer for the night with
20, Rutledge added 16 and
Jay Wells popped in 13 for
the victors.
Wilkins was scoreless
for the contest, but contributed seven assists.
The two wins evened the
Tigers season at 4-4.
February 15 Murray
High will host the area's
freshman five-team
basketball tournament.
The Tigers received a
first-round bye and will
meet the winner of the
Calloway County-North
Marshall contest.

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Notre Dame has put
together consecutive victories for the first time
this season, and Coach
Digger Phelps has never
seen anything like it.
"I have never seen a
group like this with just
pure heart," Phelps said
Monday night after the
Irish eked out a 50-48
overtime victory over
11th-ranked Idaho.
Notre Dame went into a
stall that held the Vandals to 10 points in the second half, and the two
teams were tied 46-46 at
the end of regulation.
The Irish held the ball
for the first three minutes.
of the five-minute overtime period and took their
first lead, 48-46, on a pair
of free throws by
freshman guard Ron
Rowan, who led Notre
Dame with 17 points.
Phelps said he told his
players to keep cool after
Idaho hit 14 of its first 15

shots to take an HI-point
lead in the first .half. "I
told them they couldn't
keep it going," Phelps said. "I think Idaho got
too hot too quick."
The loss was the second
straight for the Vandals,,
who won their first 16
games of the season.
"Needless to say we got
a little tentative in the second half," said Idaho
Coach Don Monson. "I
knew we couldn't continue to shoot 82 percent
from the floor."
The victory was only
Notre Dame's fifth
against 10 los§es. Bill
Varner added 11 points
for the Irish, including a
free throw that gave
Notre Dame its 50th
point. Brian Kellerman„
who scored Idaho's only
tWo points in overtime,.
topped the Vandals with
18.
In other games involving ranked teams, No. 7
Kentucky defeated Louisiana State 76-65, and

Take Pleasure In Announcing That

SID EASLEY

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Louisiana State
Coach Dale Brown said
his team had Kentucky
right where it wanted it.
Somehow, though, the
Tigers were falling farther behind.
"We really stayed with
our game plan well and I down and make two of
was proud of them," .their bonus shots.
Brown said after a 76-45
"But the game was
Southeastern Conference right within reach," said
basketball loss Monday Brown. "We knew it had
night.
to be a low-scoring game.
"We had chances to win We would have liked to
the whole game. It might have had (the score) in
not have seemed like it, the 50s or 60s, but it didn't
but ... we never took ad- come out that way."
vantage of our bonus
The Wildcats got 20
(free throw)situations. It points from Melvin Turseemed like we made one pin, 17 from Dirk Minof our shots and they'd go niefield and 16 from Der-

Georgetown clobbered
20th-ranked Villanova 7256.
The Top Ten
Melvin Turpin had 20
points, including eight of
Kentucky's first 10, and
the Wildcats opened an
early 10-2 lead en route to
an easy victory over
Louisiana State in. the
Southeastern Conference.
Dirk Minniefield added
17 points, and Derrick
Hord had 16 for Kentucky, 13-3 and 6-2 in the
SEC. Freshman Derrick
Taylor had 27 points for
the Tigers, 8-7 and 5-3 in
the SEC.
The Second Ten
Georgetown rebounded
from three consecutive
losses behind Eric
-Sleepy" Floyd, who
went over the 2,000-point
mark, and the Hoyas
defeated Villanova in a
Big East Confeyence
game. Floyd scored 18
points, and teammate
Eric Smith had 17.
Georgetown, 15-5 and 4-

3 in the conference,
outscored Villanova 16-6
in a streak that gave the
Hoyas a 58-43 lead with
seven minutes left.
Villanova, 13-4 and 6-2 in
the Big East, was led by
Stewart Granger and
freshman Ed Pinckney
with 12 points apiece.
Unranked Teams
Dale Solomon hit a
three-point play with 57
seconds left that put
Virginia Tech up by

rick Hord. Turpin was
overpowering in the first
half, hittLall five .of his
floor shoind tallying 13
points, including eight of
Kentucky's first 10.
"What hurt us early
was that our defensive
work at center was
miserable," Brown said.
"We let Melvin get the
ball inside, he, just shot
turnarounds and you
can't do that to a 7-foot
.guy."
"Melvin was really active early in the game,"
agreed Wildcat Coach
Joe B. Hall. "We were
getting the ball to him
and he pretty much took
LSU out of the ballgame
himself."
The „Wildcats led 44-31
at the break and LSU,

Murray High's
freshmen girls basketball
team won a pair of games
recently — defeating
Henry County (Tenn.)
Saturday night and stopping South Marshall Monday.
4,
Both games were
played at MHS.
Saturday Sheri Swift
and Ann Harcourt led the

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

C. MARK BLANKENSHIPHove become partners for the practice of low.
Effective January 1, 1982,the firm name will be changed to

HUGHES,GREGORY,
EASLEY & BLANKB6SHIP

1980 Caprice Classic
4 door, It. blue w/blue vinyl roof, blue
clgth interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows,
tilt wheel, cruise control, AM-FM, tape,
power -door locks." One owner 19,xxx
miles

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
_Nat Ryan Hughes(1906-1981)
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Sid Easley
C Mork Blankenship

P.O. Box 230
.203 South Sixth Street
Myriay, Kentucky 42071
''Phone(502)7,53-2633
-

71\2617

seven, and the Hokies
scored an 83-75 victory
over St. Louis in the
Metro Conference.
Solomon had 16 points.
Bill Garnett scored 25
points and 7-foot center
Chris Engler added 25 as
Wyoming defeated
Hawaii 87-61 and took
over first place in the
Western Athletic Conference.
Ricky Pierce scored 19
of his 27 points in the first

half, and Rice held on to
beat Southern Methodist
42-40 in the Southwest
Conference. Kenneth
Perkins' 24 points and
nine' rebounds led Lamar
to a 91-77 victory over
Texas-Arlington in the
Southland Conference.
Greg Jones had 22
points to lead West
Virginia to its 14th
straight victory, 72-60,
over Massachusetts in
the Eastern Eight.

Lady Tiger frosh notch two wins

And

•

The Lady Lakers never
trailed at Wingo, but
Doris Hussey's 19 points
kept the Calloway girls on
pins and needles the entire night.
CCHS led at the half, 3022, and Friedgen took advantage of a slow down
offense to kill time:
Hussey was hindered
with four fouls in the first
half and the Lady Lakers
used a man-to-man
defense in her absence —
a move Friedgen said

paid off.
"We didn't want to pay
too much attention to
Hussey, but we didn't
want her to get away with
the game. She's an excellent player who can
take her shot, follow it up
with the rebound, then
make it back down the
floor in a hurry,"
Friedgen said.
Despite Hussey's influence on the Lady
Laker game plan,
Friedgen said she was
pleased with Lamb's
scoring explosion and the
support of teammate
Mimi Todd.
"Rachel's been on the
verge of scoring like she
did last night in a lot of
our games this year.
She's been getting the inside shots, but they just
haven't gone in for her.

Notre Dame topples Maki 40-48 in overtime

HUGHES AND GREGORY

•

at 4-7 with a game tonight
at Mayfield.
"It was a real good win
for us Monday night. This
should get the ball rolling
again for us," Friedgen
said, then laughed, "The
way that cold spray worked for Rachel I may be
spraying the whole team
with it from now on."

Last night they did,"
Friedgen said, "Mimi
had a critical shot for us
In the final minutes — one
of those inside shots that
rolls around and makes a
coach bite her fingernails
until it falls in."
Todd's shot preserved
the Lady Lakers' fourpoint lead with less than
two minutes remaining to
help Calloway successfully _survived the late
Wingo rally.
Tonight the Lady
Lakers play the first
game of a varsity
doubleheader tipping off
the night at 6:30 p.m.
followed by the varsity
boys game at 8.
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CALLOWAY(44)
•
Doyle 36-06; Hotel 1-23; Lamb 10 516
25; Todd 3 0-0 6; Hooks00-1 0: Tress 2004
MINGO00
Hussey 113-f 19; Riley 10.02; McClure
2 3-4 7; Stevens 4 1-49; Keel 21-3 4.
Halftime — CCHS 36, Mingo 22. '
•

Tigers followed game strategy,
but still lost to Wildcats,76-65

Tiger
frosh
triumph
twice

,

Miiiray Ledger 8r Times

Cold-handed Lamb launches
Lady Lakers to fourth victory

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP — Glen Green of
Murray State and Lenny
Manning of Austin Peay
have been selected Ohio
Valley Conference
basketball players of the
week, the league office
announced.
Green, a 6-foot-6 guard
from Henderson, Ky., led
all scorers with 21 points
in the Racers' victory
over Middle Tennessee.
He added 15 points in a 5550 victory over Tennessee
Tech on Saturday.
Manning, a 6-6 junior,
scored a total of 50 points
- in Austin Peay's losing efforts against MTSU and
Tennessee Tech. Manning got 24 points in the
loss to Tech- and 26
. against Middle Tennessee. Manning is from
Nashville,Tenn.
Jerilyan Harper-of Tennessee Tech is the OVC's
women's player of the
week. Harper led the
Golden Eaglettes to two
league conference victories, scoring a total of
65 points and grabbing 14
rebounds. She is. from
New Market,Tenn.
Murray State's Sharon
Cooper is the OVC rookieof the week. Cooper
scored 23 points and pulled down 11 rebounds as a
reserve for the Lady
Racers. She is a
freshman from Memphis,
Tenn.

•
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Murray

Lady Tigers with nine
points apiece enroute to a
33-20 victory over the
Lady Patriots. ,
Monday the Lady
Tigers jumped to a 16-4
lead, only to be tied 20-all
when the South Marshall
girls pressed MHS into
turnover after turnover.
Murray finally poured
in eight unanswered

points to reject the South
Marshall comeback and
triumphed 28-20.
Kim Greene led the
Lady Tigers with eight
points.
MHS' -freshmen girls
see action again Feb. 5
when they travel to
Calloway County for
games beginning at 4
p.m.
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THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT
THURSDAY SPECIAL
5 P.M.TO 11 P.M.
7 Oz. Top Sirloin
Dinner

L

Pototo, Bread & Salad Bar
329
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
11 a.m.to 3 p.m..

5 Oz.Top Sirloin
29
coe
ato&Bread $2
FPotato
Catering
753-1314

despite 15 of Derrick
Taylor's game-high 27
points, never got closer
than seven points in the
second half.
Brown said he knew the
Tigers would have to
"slow it down, work it
around and waste time"'
in order to defeat Kentucky.
But, he added, "That's
hard to do when you're 15
points down, to convince
a young team to just don't
take any shot. They want
to shoot themselves back
in and they didn't."
The Tigers matched
Kentucky with 24 field
goals and, statistically,
lost the game at the freethrow line, where they
were outscored 28-17. But
they had other chances as
well. .
They were outrebounded 42-24, but committed
just seven turnovers to
Kentucky's 20, several of
which occurred in the
closing minutes.
"I don't think we took
advantage when we got
-close," Brown said,
"when we got (the
margin) down to that
single figure."
And Hall had some
criticism for his own
players.
"We should have been
playing against the clock
the last four minutes and
we over-penetrated,
made a lot of moves we
shouldn't have made and
fouled when we shouldn't
have fouled," Hall said.
"... We wanted to have
patience against their
zone and really work the
ball, but we were in too
big a hurry to put up'a
shot. Sometimes, we get
the feeling we're going to
blow a team out by running down and taking the
quick shot, but that's the
worst thing you can do."
The victory boosted
Kentucky to 13-3 overall,
'6-2 in the SEC. The
Tigers, who also got 14
points from Howard
Carter and 13 from
Leonard Mitchell, fell to
8-7 and 5-3.
Kentucky's Jim
Master, who hit just four
of 15 shots Saturday
against Vanderbilt, suffered through a 3-for-10
night against LSU.
Master also missed the
first of his two free
throws, snapping his
school-record string at 40
straight.
"I was sorry to see Jim
miss his free throw," said
Hall,"but I think that will
relieve some 'of the
pressure that I believe
has been responsible for
his poor shooting from
the field.
"He's just seemed
tense the last two
ballgames ano I believe
he'll be all right now that
he's got that off his
back.,"
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Murray boxer earns lightweight title

Scholarship game idea favored by top officials
Lakers and Tigers at
Rival.
Random House Dic- Murray State's Racer
tionary describes a rival Arena the topic of the
as "a person who is com- rivalry sparked an idea
peting for the same ob- among the minds of Murject or goal as another, or ray,Calloway County and
who tries to equal or out- eilkfTray State officials.
do another."
Why not play a third
Around -here, the word basketball game each
rivalry; a form of the year between the two
word rival, occurs high schools at MSU's
whenever a team from Racer Arena and
Calloway County and designate the profits to
Murray high schools benefit a scholarship
compete against each fund? The idea was verbally approved by Robert
other in anything.
After Friday's 6441 Glin Jeffrey, Murray city
sizzler between the school superintendent,
•

Dr. Jack Rose, county
school superintendent,
and Dr. Constantine Curris of Murray State.
Almost 3,000 paid to see
Friday's rivalry game
and easily that many
would turn out again for a
third game each year.
The proceeds could be
specifically ear-marked
for scholarships_ to send
CCHS and Murray
student-athletes to Murray State. • • - - •
A panel could award
In return, MSU would
provide the arena and the scholarships due to
performances during
clean up crews free.
both boys and girls
games. Plus, most
valuable player trophies
and team trophies could
be awarded as well.
With the federal
government cutting back
on its grants and scholarship programs the idea of
a local scholarship game
to benefit all three institutions appears financially
prosperous to all involved.

And some darn good
basketball entertainment
will be provided as well.
• • •
WhatFver happened to
Murray's 'pro tennis
player Mel Purcell?
Latest news had him in
Tampa, Fla., last week
where he competed in an
indoor exhibition (Red
Lobster Challenge Cup)
in front of a record 5,277
fans.
An article in the St.
Petersburg Times listed
him as losing to Tom

Gullikson, 8-6, in the
For registration in- taller fighter.
Rick Latimer, Simopening match in the Sun formation contact the
Dome.
MSU intramural office, mon's coach said,
"Shawn really took
In doubles Purcell and 762-6791.
• • •
charge. He was
!lie Nastase teamed to
Murray
unbelievable ... hitting
fledgling
beat 7th-ranked Gene
The
that boy with body shots,
Mayer and Gullikson,9-7. Police Boxing Club ha
head shots, anything he
claim to bra
Roscoe Tanner was another
ed. He even hit him
its lates
after
rights
ing
schedulea to play, but
with the kitchen sink once
fight.
failed to show up and
Saturday Shawn Sim- or twice I think."
Mayer was chosen as a
Simmons has steadily
in only his fourth
mons,
last-minute substitute.
ever, became the improved since his first
fight
Mayer went on to defeat lightweight champion of fight - a split" decision
Nastase, 6-4, 6-2, in the
the Coca Cola Invita- loss - coming back with
featurtd event.
tional Championships in a knockout and two
unanimous decisions in
• • •
Jackson,Tenn.
Simmons scored a his last three fights.
Monday is the entry
Eight teams attended
deadline for the Racer unanimous decision over
Open Racquetball Tour- Bobby Poston of the the Jackson tournament
Jackson Star Boxing Club including boxers from the
nament at Murray State.
Jackson Boxing
The tourney will run for the title.
Poston, a veteran of Academy, Jackson Youth
Feb. 5-7 in five different
eight fights, possessed a Town Center, Lexington
classes.
Trophies will be award- height and reach ad- (Tenn.), Lauderdale
ed to the top four vantage over Simmons, County, Savannah, Oxfinishers in each class - but the Murrayan's speed ford (Miss.), and the
men's advanced, in- and quickness made the. Memphis Police Boxing
Club.
termediate and novice difference.
Simmons' next fights
Simmons' countersingles and women's
advanced/intermediate punched with overhand will be March 11-13 in the
and novice/beginner rights to Poston's jaw, Tennessee Golden Gloves
scoring repeatedly on the Tournament in Jackson.
singles.

AP sports analois

Leonard's presence will haunt Duran
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMP- Shawn Simmons of the Murray Police Boxing
Club earned the lightweight boxing title during the recent Coca Cola Invitational Boxing Tournament in Jackson,Tenn.

By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
When Roberto Duran
fights for his future
Saturday night, he will be
reminded of the past.
Sugar Ray Leonard will
be at ringside as a television commentator for
Duran's challenge

CCMS Lakers, Lady Lakers capture
doubleheader from Benton Monday
Calloway County Middle School took a pair of
victories from host Benton Monday night - the
Lakers-winning 42-24 and
the Lady Lakers 30-16.
Coach Burch Kinsolving's boys ran their
record to 6-2 last night
when Monty Morton's hot
hand consistently found
the bucket.
Morton collected 16
points while teammates

Tim Weatherford and
Mickey Garrison totalled
14 between them.
' Morton also led in rebounding With nine. Scott
Nix recorded a pair of
steals and dished out four
assists for the Lakers.
CCMS hit 47 percent
from the field but was
out-rebounded 25-19.
Kinsolving credited the
win to a super defensive
effort.

Rhonda Lee and
CCMS' Lady Lakers remained undefeated with a Leeann Lockhart added
perfect 7-0 slate after five points each in the
dominating the bigger win.
Benton girls.
Nine points in each of
Tracey Eldredge was the first and third periods
the focal point of the Lady dampened a stubborn
Lakers'attack gaining in- Benton assault in the
side advantages and put- Lady Lakers first game
ting them to good use.She since Dec. 17. brought down eight reToday both CCMS
bounds, put up eight
points and gave one assist teams host South Marshall beginning at 4 p.m.
in the victory.

against Wilfred Benitez,
the World Boxing
Association junior middleweight champion, at
Caesars Palace in Las
Vegas.
"My presence will affect him," Leonard said
by telephone from
Phoenix, where he is
training for a defense of
the undisputed
welterweight title against
Bruce Finch Feb.15 at
•
Reno,Nev.
"It will remind him of
something he - doesn't
want to be reminded of."
On Nov.25, 1980, Duran,
claiming he had stomach
pains, walked away from
Leonard and the World
Boxing Council
welterweight title in the
eighth round of their
scheduled 15-round
rematch at New Orleans.
The macho man of box-
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High school
basketball

Monday Games
Boys
Beth Haven 68, Portland Christian 64
Girls
Bardstown 73, Helton Co. 45
634
59, Christian'iced.
Beth.
Bardstown
60
MS 17
Belfry 94,Elkhorn 34
Breckenridge Co.55, Grayson Co.46
1393
Co.48,RockcasUe Co.39
Clay
1317
Country Day 50, Ninth & 03)
1303
East Hardin 67,Hart Co.64
Fordsvilie 90,Mt.St. Joseph 37
1731
Franklin Co.59,Lou. Henry Clay 55
1764
Frank.-Simpson 62, Potter Christian
1716
13
Henry Co.38, Anderson Co. 25
Jenkins 14, Hazard N
203
Knott Co. Central Si,Dike Combs 34
Ill
Laurel Co.$1, Russell Coil
Lawrence Co.it, Morgan Co.39
35
Leen'.93,Basel Green 24
Lincoln Co.114, Woodford Co. 44
/26
.C. Napier 74,Fleming-Neon 39
sn Marion Co.$2,HulliU Centraln35
North Hardin SI, LaRue Co.
523
°haulm Co. 48, Angela Merici 41
514 •
Providence 61, Lyon Co.48
Russellville 67, Adairville 24
649
Hearin,Jeffersontown 4$
Sacred
620
C6.I9, Atherton 43
Shelby
5/1
Taylor Co.64,Green Co.53
599
Todd Co. Central 44,Christian Co. 37
Virile 92, Johns Creek 44
174
Washington Co. 53, Boyle Co. 38
173
Warren East 75, Hopkinsville 45
154
West Hardin 52,Edmonson Co. 25
145
145
XI
141
Ill
IN
135
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1
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Pro basketball

College

Top 20 poll

Monday's Game
Seattle 113, New York 99
Tuesday's Games
Dallas at Atlanta
Chicago at Washington
Philadelphia at San Antonio
Indiana at Houston
New Jersey at Utah
Milwaukee at Los Angeles
Wednesday's Games
New York at Boston
Golden State at Cleveland
Atlanta at Detroit
Philadelphia at Dallas
Sea ttle at KansasCity
New Jersey at Denver
Phoenix at San Diego

$300,000 U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis Championship.
In other first-round
matches, eighth-seeded
Brian Gottfried was upset
by South African Kevin
Curren 6-4, 6-4; Peter
Fleming was eliminated
by Chip Hooper 6-2, 3-6. 63; sixth-seeded Sandy
Mayer defeated Vince
Van Patten 7-6, 6.-4; Rolf
Gehring of West Germany beat Pascal Portes
of France 7-6, 6-1; and
Jeff Borowiak rallied for
a 6-4, 4-6, 7-5 victory over
Harold Solomon 6-4, 4-6,
7-5.

NEMORK (AP) reg Ballard,
Forw
who averaged 25.3 points
and 9.3 rebounds in
leading Washington to
three victories last week,
was named the National
Basketball Association
SEATTLE(AP)-TopPlayer of the Week.
seeded Martina
Ballard's most produc- Navratileva crushed
tive scoring game of the second-seeded Andrea
week was in a 106-95 vic- Jaeger, 6-2, 6-0, in the
tory over Seattle, as he finals of the $150,000 Avon
collected 29 points.
Tennis Championships of
Seattle.

Hockey
NEW YORK (AP) For the sixth time this
season, Wayne Gretzky
was named the National
Hockey League Player of
the Week.
The Edmonton Oilers'
center scored four goals
and had six assists in
three games - all Edmonton victories - and
notched game-winning
goals in two of the triumphs. Gretzky leads the
NHL with 61 goals and 136
points after 51 games.

Tennis
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
- Tim Mayotte, the 1981
NCAA champion from
Stanford, upset fifthseeded Johan Kriek of
South Africa, 6-2, 7-6 in
the first - round CS( the

CHICAGO (AP) Helena Sukova of
Czechoslovakia, upset
fifth -seeded Mimi
Jausovec 7-6, 4-6, 7-5 and
Kathy Rinaldi beat
Rosalyn Fairbank of
South Africa 6-3,44,6-3 to
highlight first-round play
in the $150,000 Avon Tennis Championships of
Chicago.

Golf
1410ENIX (AP) -Lanny Wadkins fired a
final round 6-under-par 65
to win the $300,000
Phoenix Open golf tournament, capturing his
first title in almost three
years by an impressive
six-stroke margin.
Wadkins took his eighth
tour title in This raindelayed event with a 263
total, 21 under par. The
victory was worth
$54,000.

ing, "Hands of Stone,"
had quit, and he said he
would not fight again.
"Duran, traitor," was
painted on a building in
Panama City, where he
lives. A national idol had
feet of clay.
Duran came back...and
for only one reason. He
wanted a third fight
against Leonard.
Since returning, Duran
has won two 10-round
decisions, before getting
the shot at Benitez. A victory would make him only the seventh fighter to
hold titles in three weight
classes, but more importantly to him, it could
set up a third Leonard
fight.
-It depends on how he
wins..,whether it is
economically feasible,"
said Leonard; who has
earned about $35 million

million for fighting
anybody, and he can
make a ton of money in a
rematch with Thomas
Hearns or in challenging
Marvin Hagler, the un:
disputed middleweight
champion.
Besides, Leonard feels
Benitez will take care of
the Duran problem.
Benitez, who at 23
became the first man to
win titles in three divisions since Henry Armstrong in 1938, is a
marvelous boxer who
previously held the junior
welterweight and
welterweight championships. His only defeat
in 44 bouts came when he
lost the iwelterweight title: being stopped by
Leonard with six seconds
left in their fight Nov.30,
1979. It was Benitez' first
fight in eight months.

BEST SMALL CAR OFFER IN AMERICA

Up Front
Cash
Assistance
Plus 24 Month Or 24,000 Mile

0

MaintenancelWarranty Program

On Ford Escort
5% Up Front Cash Assistance Program
This. program provides all qualifying Escort buyers and lessees cash down payment
assistance equal to 5% of the vehicle's base Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price.
This can vary from $275 for the base 2-door to $375 for the GLX wagon. On 1981
Escorts, the amount is $250 for all models.

The 24/24 Maintenance/Warranty Progra

IN-

Provides 24 Meath- 24,000 Mile coverage is shown below (see Warranty Book and Warranty
Card issued sPoorately)
'Any r4poirs or adjustments to correct defects in material and workmanship made or
supplied by Ford are covered.
'The Ford selling Dealer will perform warranty repairs (ports and labor) at no charge
over the program period..
•Lertuin optional equipment (radio tape players, air conditioning heater, rear window
. defroster) is covered for unlimited mileage
- *Corrosion repair due to a defect is covered
There is no deductoble on powertroin components during the period.
'
'Towing service due to the failure of a warranted part is included.

With This Maintenance Program You Con Drive The Escort For 24 Months Or 24,000 Miles And Be 010
Nothing But The Gas.

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273

Main Street
4

V AVAILABLE

in the ring.
But, Leonard was asked, what if public demand
for a third fight
"snowballed and it
resulted in a ton of money
for you? Why not?"
"Exactly," replied
Leonard.
If a third fight did take
place, Leonard should
win. It would be for the
welterweight title, meaning Duran would have to
get down to 147 pounds,
giving Leonard an advantage in strength as
well as speed. The junior
middleweightlimit is 154.
But it would be a big
risk for Leonard. A
Duran victory would
raise a lot of Apiestions
about the fight in New
Orleans.
Leonard doesn't need
Duran to make money.
He can get a couple of

,
Murray, Ky..
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UK Trustee committee pledges
effort to devise desegregation plan
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API - The executive
committee of the University of Kentucky-Board of
Trustees has pledged a
"good-faith effort" to
help achieve the goals of
a new plan for
desegregating state colleges.
State officials submitted -the plan to federal
civil-rights officials in
Washington abOut two
weeks ago.
On Monday, the

trustees authorized UK
President Otis A.
Singletary to send a letter
to Gov.John Y.Brown Jr.
stating the university's
pledge.
The plan's ultimate effect remains unknown,
but "we're going to make
a good-faith effort at this
university to comply,"
Singletary said.
He later said he had
several questions about
the plan, including its
possible "hidden costs"

THE ACES*IR

and legal implications.
• In other business, the
board voted to accept a
gift Of .30 acres in
Frankfort from the Dana
Corp., a diversified company that produces
automobile parts.

A G. CORN,JR:

heart six to dummy's eight
at trick two. If East ducks,
the heart queen comes next
and declarer must win two
heart tricks. If East takes
the heart eight with his jack,
declarer wins East's return
and leads his heart queen to
dummy's king. Whether
East wins or ducks makes
no difference. Declarer has
two heart winners to score
his game and rubber.
Be careful of those easy
looking combinations.
Sometimes the opponents

NORTH
1-26-A
•8 7 6
•K 1098
•K 6 2
•7 43
WEST
EAST
•10 9 4
•J 5 3 2
Answer to Mooday's Puzzle
V 753
IP A J 4 2
•8 4
•Q J 10 7 5
BOCCE OCUOC •
Q J 10 9 8
•- - - CUUCCEI CCOME1
SOUTH
CO CUM
COO A
, •AKQ
CUL 00[100 UM
•Q6
CO00 MUM 0
VA 9 3
COMO =CCM
*A K6 52
MEC UCCIC

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

55 Old Testament book
59 Prefix with
age or plus
60 Fuel
62 Protuberance
£3 Actor &night64 Dines
65 Weather

word
DOWN
1 Watering
place
2 Brooch
3 Actor
Wallach
4 Mollifies
5 Punctuation
mark
6 Actor Pacino

7 Cover .
8 Part of
a yard
9 Roof of
mouth
10 Actor
Guinness
-11 Sly look
16 Places for
combat
20 Say
22 Ruthenium
symbol
23 Sluggish
24 Give up
25 Sun god
26 Pair

LICUCCUO MOM
C
CCUE CUD
CM ULICUO CU
COCCI
COCO C A
0000C10 COMO
CUCION 0013EIC
30 Fears
32 Prophet
33 Cronies
36
neighbor
37 South Pacific
islanders
40 Protect
43 Compass pt.
45 Scale note
47 Redacts

umMtice

The land at the intersection of U.S. 421 and
Bendix Road has been appraised at $240,000 and
will be sold by the university, said Singletary, who
is a Dana Corp. director.

"Among mortals second certain with dummy's heart
thoughts are wisest." - spots, but it's time for that
Euripides.
second look.
Declarer must take a sec- 4f declarer plays a hapond look if he wants to make. hazard heart queen, East
today's enchanting game. If will win the race. He allows
he follows his first impulse declarer's queen to win and
in his play of his heart suit, dummy can never win a
a clever East will assure heart trick. East takes the
defeat. A wise but unusual second heart, but dummy's
finesse will cinch the game. lack of entries denies
Declarer wins the first declarer his second heart
club as East discards and he winner.
can count seven top The winning maneuver is
winners. Two more seem for declarer to play his

ACROSS
1 Barracuda
5 Young cow
9 Soft food
12 Heap
13 Mixture
14 Brewery
brew
15 "Lou Grant"
role
17 Act
.18 Actress_
Remick
19 Urge on
21 Racing oval
23 Showed a
film
27 Guido note
28 Become
aware of
29 Quid: SI.
31 Sixth sense.
for short
34-÷lypothetical
force
35 Seamen
38 Babylonian
deity
39 Marry
41 Natioor
sheep
42 Artist'sstand
44 Teutonic
deity
46 visionaries
48 Put off
51 Edible
rootstock
52.Edenite
53 He, she or

.
Cf-Xa.1116.4

48 Depression
49 Bacchanals'
cry
50 Mature
54 Beverage
56 Electrified
particle
57 Fuss
58 Cut
61 Near

1. Legal Notice
--

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of acoounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Helen
Tidwell, A dministratrix, of the
estate of Lottie
Cooper Richie,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before February 3,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts .has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Katherine
T. Hall, Executrix;
of the estate of
Catherine Temple
Fields, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
February 3, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following
estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District
Court. All claims
against these
estates should be
filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.

•

W illiam B.
Milstead, Hazel,
Ky. Deceased,
Tolbert Story, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Administrator, Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th
St., Murray, Ky. Attorney.
Lillian I_.yher
Davis, Callbway
County, Ky.
Deceased Harvey
Ellis, 1110 Fairlane
Dr., Murray, Ky.
Executor, Wm.
Donald Overbey,
291 Main St., Murray,Ky. Attorney.

2. Notice

Vulnerable Both-'DealerSouth The bidding:
South
2 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

E d --v./ a r d -”S .
Ferguson, 111, 1005
Sharpe St., Murray,
Ky. Deceased,
G eneva D.
Ferguson, 1005
Sharpe St., Murray,
Ky. Executrix,
John A. Gregory,
Jr., 204 S. Sixth St.,
Murray, Ky. Attorney.

East
All
pass

Opening lead Club queen
may not be in an accomodating mood.
Bid with Corn
South holds

I-26-B

W. A, Cottorn,
Hazel, 14. Committee For Jessie Lou
CottOm, M arrayCalloay Co.
Hospital, Murray,
Ky. Incompetent
Thomas B. Russell,
P. 0. Box 995,
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Attorney.

•J 5 3 2
•AJ 4 2
•QJ 107 5
4E7-;- North
14

South

ANSWER: One diamond. No
reason to try one heart. If
North has four cards in
either major, he will bid
that suit over one diamond.

Mary Clark Hull,
Rt. 7, Murray, Ky.
Committee For
Jessie H. Carman,
1605 Hamilton St.,
Murray, Ky. Incompetent, Sid
Easley, 204 South
Sixth Street, Murray, Ky. Attorney.

Send bndge questmres to The Aces.
PAD. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with aelf-addrewed, stamped envelope
for reply

v-

7OFI'VE NEVER HEAR177
ANYONE FISHING
IN THE SNOW...

I CAN'T IMAGINE
WHAT YOU EXPECT
TO CATCH...

-

I- 28

Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Cleric

T Notice

1111111•11,

THE MOTHS
HAD A PICNIC
THIS MONTH

Et.hel Key,
Calloway County,
Ky. Deceased,
Harold R. Douglas,
309 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. Executor,
W m. Donald
Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, Ky. Attorney.

AUNT FRITZI SAID
TO GET RID OFEVERYTHING
NiIITH HOLES IN IT

50-ovr

our files we hare the
Love Sturlio, Wilson
Wooley, and Murray
Curtis Mays negati*es.
Callus for reprints

E

till

Carter
Studio
300 Main

PLATO!
CMON,I'LL BUY
YOU A BEER!

I gAR
A LITTLE
SHERRY

IT'S
PLEASING
TO MY
PALATE I

NO BEER?
Wi-IAPPYA
WANT WITH

SNERRYV

YOLl BEEN *DRINKING
SOMEPLACE ELSE YOU'RE
TALKING FUNNY

GOLD-SILVERGEMS
smash: L.C.O. Wittelipis
$14. Disused rashes
$12421. S•Wer 1 dole
$4.88. Size Ova dos
$6.11. Witt Os. whie
lee wet& Asstrele 33%
Ised crystal fro jewelry. Met
Fancy, est expeesire.
Weed I. Cameo betty
(reer) 484 11. 1216 753,111. is.,. 114 Tees.Set.; le end Oat See. &

Must
Wenee's Beets
slOtos40 Off..
he Crisp
• Dress Deets
$29.95
Dee Mire
wall Nerchaelise
IA Off
Dells, Straw Nets, skirts,
cuts eel lindens.
Vernon's
Western Stare
Olympic Place
75T7113
9-9 Daily
1-6 %inky
•

t Notice
Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement pit
ture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass. win
dow glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows. storm doors
and patio door glass. M

& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.

AEROBC
DANCING
Free latredactery
Ceases Wed. Jan.
27 Thar. ha. 28
4:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Place - TM KWON
DOE CENTER Me
Med. Murray State
Campus. 436-2648
after 6 p.m.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and

educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now avatlable. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.

3. Card of Thanks
From the family of
Lynn Ferguson to each
and everyone of you. A
very special thanks for
helping us make it
through. His illness and
death could not have

been bared If it-we're not

for those of you who
showed how mtith' you
cared. To the ambulances doctors and
employees of both
hospitals at Murray and
Lourdes of Paducah.
The visits calls and
sympathetic words a
special and sincere
thanks to each one of
YOU. To the J. H.
Churchill Funeral
Home tar the beautiful.
arrangements there. To
Brother's Gallimore and
White for services beyond compare. To song
leader Freeman
W -i-11 oughby. pianist Brenda
Roberts and Mt. Carmel
Baptist Choir • for the
beautiful playing and
singing during that
unforgetful hour.. A
special thinks for all
the flowers, money
visits calls and cards
from everyone of you.
To those of you who sent
or brought .food and to
the ladies who served it
too. For any helping
hand at all you were all
kind- in deed. A very
special thanks for helping us through our time
....of need. Others in the
family thank you; Joey
Mark, Steve. Ricky,
Jeff, and Danny for
doing your very best as
you so carefully carried
your grand-dad to his
final place Cif rest. Once
again we express
thanks to everyone who
helped us make it
through. We just wanted to say we appreciate
ir and- how much we love
you too. Love you
always. The Lynn
Ferguson Family.

6. Help Wanted

153-8291

LEO'S
FREE.
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

CMMUmWremmeSrwbuiwinc

M31E1r3ILIC X)

ARE YOU?
A - Aggressive, ,
outgoing and enjoy
.eonipetities4 W - Willing to be
bid* on your personal performance?
I - In need of an income In excels Of
$20,000 per year to
start?
N - Neat in appearance with car
available for your full
time use and bon
debit?
. N - Now looking for
▪ career position with
▪ load, national end
International opportemities?
E - Energetic with
capacity to wort( herd
and coley it while doing something you
Ike?
R - Reedy to start
inentedistely to earn
large income, accept
extensive training and
some limited truielW
IPSO
Call for personal and
confidentior interview:
Russ Curtiss
502-816-4413
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
An Ego& Oppertiaity
Employer Al/F

32. Apts. For Rent

23. Exterminating

t Notice
Register for 62S. free

A 80,101-4 lityrfr
apartment. lnquiri
S. 13th St.
Extra nice 2 bed
unfurnished duple
Westwood Subd.
fireplace patio.

groceries, drawing at
Big John's 9 5 Jan.
30th. Sponsored by En
cyclopedia Britannica.
Call 753 /161 for in
formation about En
cyclopedia Britannica
and Britannica Jr.

GOLD &
• SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
141 Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 1 Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Fleeting Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

6. Help Wanted
Receptionist
753 2279.

Full time.

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning and
babysitting. Any hours
available. 435-4402.

10, Business Opportunity
$2900. Investment with
28 percent • or more
return. Local. Reply to
PO Box 1040B Murray
Ky.42071.

M Insurance
Insurance
Is tour hospitalization
insurance too high?
Wont better
coverage? Call Tony
Montgomery
75 37 173. Bennett &
Associates
Murray,
Kentucky. Group rate
for farmers.

refrigerator
hwasher. disposal
washerdryer boo
$265. month plut
posit. 753-926
305-792 5565. •
One and 2 bed
apartments near
urray. Cal
town
1109 0'436-2844.
Furnished 2 bee

24. Miscellaneous
1 4 K T. gold ladies
watch. Has almost.1 and
one quarter ounces of
gold in watch. Face hasdiamond on 2 sides.
753-0309.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS bookcases
music centers etc

•

Reasonable. 436 2566.
Firewood. Order - now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436 2758.

Firewood for sale. 489
2615 753-3521.

Kero Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99
Moonlighter $154.99
Radiant 8 6162.99
Radiant 10 $209.99
Radiant 36 $21 2.99.
Omni 85 $218.99. Omni
105 $247.99. The Direc
tor $251.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Pool table. 151n. tire
snow chains 3-13in.
Datsun wheels and
tires. 1 sets of crutches.
Call 492-8435 after
5:30p.m.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

apartment. Li
room. den and ki
6100. per month
deposit. No pets.
6876.
Large furnishei
ficiency apart
near college. Cal
6254.
Nice 2 bedroom

apartment
6 nished
hospital. Low ut
753-3949.

Nice duplex apar
located in Wes'
Subdivision. 2 bed
carpeted throug

central heat anc
washer-dryer hoi
refrigerator r
dishwasher disj

built-in microv
Lease deposit,

•

references reelt
Call 7591503.
One and two be
apartments for
Embassey Apart

753-3530, 753-4331.
One bedroom fur
apartment 1 block
MSU. Air copd
wall to wall carpe
deposit $110.
month. Call 759-4531

One bedroom

hospital. Attrac
furnished. Call 759-i
One bedroom
'nment hear univi
-Low utilities. 753-39

CLAYTONS
753-7575

14. VIDWO Buy
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.
Want to buy raw furs.
R acco_op
mink
muskrat red and gray
fox, opossum
beaver
and coyote. Call 618-3426316.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
.prices are paid. , Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748 235 5648 Cadiz
Ky.

16. Home Furnishings
Sears 2 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
rhythm section. These
can be seen after Sp.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
Westinghouse stove.
Avocado. upper and
lower oven $100. Good
condition. Call 492-8336.

19. Farm Equipment
Super C Farmall tractor with cultivators in
excellent condition.
S1300.489-2308.

22. Musical

'

Model 0-28 Martin
guitar like new $900.
Cost $1200. new. Phone
436-2411 or 7531165.
Peavey .10 channel
board 2 speakers with
stands. 753-5279.

27, Mobile Home Sales
12xIkk King-George. 2
bedrooms fully furnished, washerdryer
aluminum storage
building that goes with
it Call 753-6865 after
5p.m.
1968 Baron. Un
furnished. $2500. 474
8838.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70
bedroom 2 baths fur
nished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m
-

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Near Murray. 2 bedrooms 2 full baths

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Case 2470 ../71
rubber, "REAL 5
113.4x38 duals, v
shift, "REAL NI(
+ Air, 18.4x3
"NICE";
rubber, and 10
blade, "EXTRA
18 4.3E1 duals,
1066 w/cob, duc
966 diesel w/wei
7600 Diesel v
monitor, w/Dunf
NEW"; Ford 401
2030 Diesel, wl.
Series IV, yr/wide

°washer-dryer. -Nice
house furniture. No
pets. 759-1305.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill
Dill's
Trailer Court. •
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611..
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. Extra
nice. No pets. 489-2118.
Two bedroom. $160. per
month. Etrandi's Trailer
Court. 753-8411.
Two bedroom trailer
12ft. wide gas.. Near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.
•

30.Business Rentals

Want to rent garage for
antique car. Call 7530126.

WANTED
Responsible party to
take up payments on
Re new piano.

THURS
10:00 A.i
COMPL
SED4

Mini •
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Antique Auction

Saturday, Jan. 30th at
10:45 at the Aution
Mart in Kuttawa
Oak Walnut Mahogany and Marble Top Furniture, Wall and Mantle Clocks, Men and Ladies Watches, White & Yellow gold rings,
Jewelry. Call or write for full
brochure

Sale by
Thomas White &
Sons Auction
& Realty
Kuttawa, Ky.
388-7251 or 388-7088
Actioneers: Thomas,
Kim,Grady,
Cash & Todd

INC 915 Hydra
20' Groin head,

Corn head. INC
grain head. ''S
Corn head. Joh'
213 Flex Groin I
wiCab, chopper,

FIE

Shaeffer 32' hyi
type V Ripper•
h
plow
vd. wIOn DLor
m
foId
Twotype.
pull
Mulcher 14' wl,
7000 Planters v
6,row cultivoto
zact, 400 bus
Gravity wagons
fold disc• Sho
gallon pull typ
hog 8' rotary c%
Big Roll baler
century Re-Cyc
Big Brother KI
blade, 6', 3 Pt
New Holland
mower• New I
wheel wagons•
cultivator w/rol
Two-Graham c
Deere 220 Cen
cart, 400 bushe
fert__attoc_hrper
pull sprayer* /
ers• AC 7' mc
No-Till planter
511-Plow 5x16
w/double, disc'
fiberglass fert.
fence row or
ottochment, 3
Two-Quick hitc
Penn foes CM.
Veep Geste Dri

UVES
Approx. 40W
Ranger Martini
livestock squei
operating tabl
Powder River c
holding pen• S
bulk feeders I
Several livestoc

1973 White Fr
speed transmis
w/Midwest be
Wilson ES' Ho
Chevy Pickup.
TERMS: Strict,
check. NO EXI
If you aver •
Kentucky Fon
machinery goi,
ouctioe you
calendar now
Thursday, Jon,
OF WEATHE
Auction 'mai
Machine", "F
Sodono, Komar

,a12
SF L LING SUF

•
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32. Apts. For Rent

Ipts. For Rent

lowx
Ohe room efficiency
ens•44 ferwislied- _apartment. $90. Located
rtment. Inquire 100 at corner of 18ttf and
Olive St. across from
3th St.
university. Call
ra nice 2 bedroom
753-4793.
in
duplex
urnished
stwood Subd. With Two bedroom apaft
ment for rent. Range
place patio. stove
dis- oven refrigerator dis
, rigerator
isher. disposal and hwasher. disposal.
sherdryer hook-up. washer and dryer
5. month plus de- hookup, air carpet. No
sit. 753-9266 or pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required
792-5565. •
$225 per month. Call
e and 2 bedroom 753-2622 or753-3865.
rtments near downn Murray. Call 753- Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
or436-2844.
pets. 1210. month. $200.
-fished 2 bedroom
deposit.' Lease required.
artment. Living Call after 5p.m.
m den and kitchen. 753-6699.
D. per month plus
osit. No pets. 753- Two bedroom duplex
unfurnished. corn
S.
pletely carpeted. $185
rge furnished efper month $125. de
iency apartment
posit. Call 753-9506 after
r college. Call 753AP fn
1.
e 2 bedroom fur- WANTED: female stu
led apartment near dent teacher or work
pital. Low utilities. ing girl to share nice
furnished home with
3949.
young female university instructor. $100. per
month plus half of
e duplex apartmeht utilities. Phone 753-9280
ated in Westwood after 4p.m.
)division. 2 bedroom.
-peted throughout, 33. Roomsfor Rent
itral heat and air
sher-dryer hook-up, Furoished room 1 block
range. from MSU. Kitchen and
.rigerator
hwasher disposal laundry facilities. $50.
ilt in microwave. month. Call 759-4538.
ase deposit. and
34. Houses for Rent
erences required
1759-1503.
South of Aurora. 3
e and two bedroom bedroom, 1 bath, carartments for rent. peted stove refrigeraibassey Apartments tor and water furnished.
$195. 442-3877.
-3530,753-4331.
e bedroom furnished Spacious house in
irtment 1 block from country. This tri-level
brick home has ap;U. Air condition
II to wall carpet. $75. proximately 3700sq. ft. 2
posit $110. per central air with heat
pumps. 2 car garagenth. Call 759-4538.
three
[e bedroom near four bedrooms
spital. Attractively bathrooms den foyer
range refrigerator
nished. Call 759-4756.
dishwasher and dise bedroom apart- posal. Available imnt hear university. mediately. 753-8943 afN utilities. 753-3949.
ter 2p.m. 753-0858
before 2p.m.

AUCTION
THURSDAY,JANUARY 28
10:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
COMPLETE FARM SELLOUT
SEDAUA,KENTUCKY
TRACTORS
Co.. 2470 wale, Hrs., 3 pt quick hitch, 23.1.30 rubber, "REAL SHARP"; Case 1370 w11,305 Hrs.,
18.4.38 duals, weights, cob + air, Du. outlets, Pr.
shift,"REAL NICE"; CASE 1070 w/1710 Hrs., Cob
+ Air, 18.4.34 duals, du. outlets, pr.- shift,
"NICE"; Steiger ST325 Panther w/30.5Lx32 new
rubber, ond 10 ft front mount fully hyd. Steiger
'blade, "EXTRA NICE"; INC 1066 w/2,178 Hrs.,
18 4.38 duals, weights, Du. Outlets, "NICE"; INC
1066 wicab, dual outlets,. 18.4.38 Duals, TA; INC
966 diesel w/weights,-duol outlets,"SHARP"; Ford
7600 Diesel w/1,073 Hrs., dual Hyd., load
monitor,' w/Dunham double Hyd. tilt loader, "LIKE
NEW"; Ford 100C, gos, w/pr. steering; John Deere
• 2030 Diesel, w/J.D. 145 loader; AC - P-17 Gas,
Series IV, w/wide front, weights.

COMBINES
INC 915 Hydrostatic Turbo Diesel, w/Cob + Air,
20' Groin head, "NICE" and o "Nearly New" 883
Corn head. INC 815 Hydrostatic, wiCob + air, 13'
grain heqd, "SHARP" and o "Real Nice" 863
Corn head. John Deere 1400 Diesel w/Cob + air,
213 Flex Grain Head, and 444 Corn head IHC 303
w/Cob, chopper, header control

FIELD EQUIPMENT
Shoeffer 32' hyd fold disc* Big Ripper 9 Tine pull
type V Ripper* INC 710 Automatic Reset 7.18"
plow w/On Land hitch' INC Field cultivator 25'
hyd. fold* DMI Chisel plow, 13 tine heavy duty
pull type. Two-John Deere 400 rotary hoes' CultiMulcher 14' w/wheels on inside* Two-John Deere
7000 Planters w/Herb. boxes & monitors• Brillion
6 ,row cultivator w/rolling fender. Caldwell Groin
NEW' Two M&W
cart, 400 bushel,.
Gravity wagons, 300 bushel' IHC 470-18' Wing
told disc• Shoeffer 14' wheel disc' Hahn 400
gallon pull type spray rig w/foom marker' Bush
hog 8' rotary cutter, "LIKE NEW" Vermeer 706A
Big Roll baler' INC Rotary cutter, 6', 3 pt •
Century Re-Cycle sprayer, 12-row, "NICE". Kools
Big Brother KB-60 Silage Blower. Side Winder
blade, 6', 3 pt • Tractor Mt Hyd. Post Driver*
New Holland 56 hay rake. New Holland 7'
mower' New Holland 269 Twine baler* Two-4
wheel wagons' Easy-Flow 3 pt. seeder. IHC 4-row
cultivator w/rolling fenders* IHC 11' wheel disc'
Two-Grohom chisel plows, 11 tine, 3 pt.• John
Deere 220 Center fold disc, 18'• Wetmore groin
cart, 400 bushel* John Deere 1240 Planter wiNew
fert_pttoc_hment• AC 10' wheel disc' 200 gallon
pull sprayer* AC 4-row cultivator w/rolling fenders' AC 7' mower* AC 4 Btm. plow• AC 8-row
No-Till planter* 7' Pull type rotary mower. INC
511-Plow 5.16", 3 pt.• INC %Meat drill, 16 hole,
w/double. disc' INC 56-4 row planter w1New
fiberglass fen. attachment* 3 pt hitch tractor
fence row or livestock sprayers- Troctor fork lift
attachment, 3 pt. hitch' Grain auger, 8"-54'•
Two-Quick Patches.
Farm Foos 0115.14E-450 Bushel Continuous MultiS9.Grain Dryer,"LIKE NEW".

43. Real Estate

34. Housesfor Rent

Option to buy. 3 acre
nice 2 bedroom home.
Pu oas A Therese
Stove, refrigerator. 7 r
Iowans &
miles east of Murray on
280. All remodeled. $175.
Neal[state
month plus deposit.
Sootbsido Coed Sq.
436 2802.

z
NO USES
FOR RENT
'Dopler is time, sew
carpet
redecorated
threeglieet - $160 per
Neetb.
'4 Soirees reentry hems
ens mile seetk if teas,
large let with team, $300
per mooth; loose void elites to porches, possible to
melded buyer.
_

Several livestock oilers

TRUCKS
1973 White Freightliner w/318 Detroit Engine, 13
speed transmission; 1969 Chevy 2-Ton groin'truck
w/Widwest bed + hoist, new 900.20 rubber
Wilson 38' Hopper Rem grain holler wItara; 1971
Chevy Pickm.

JAMES R. CASH
T'ONt f
'HE
FANCY G6P.• KENTUCKY
507 623 6939
5n2 A11840,6
iN ‘,E vi '1
St It ING Su< (15SUL SAL

AT IS

•

Y AVAILABLE

O.Motorcycles

43. Real Estate
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom.
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features:. be
autiful creek and
wooded view from redwood deck enormdus
family room with
fireplace two car garage and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

-

dogs. 10 months old
light fawn.435-4555

41. Public Sale
BOGARD REALTY &
AUCTION. DOVER
TN. We buy liquidation
inve'ntories óf
businsses-farm equipment. Note We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615-232-5150.

GIGANTIC INDOOR
TARR SALE &
FLEA MARKET
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Feb. 1 1 ie
Murray hp Cuter wising by Murray Kiwaeis
Cll. Dealers welceme.
Limited umber if buns.
Available for inermatiee ou
buil renal call 753-9119
or 7534173.

TERMS: Strictly cash, cashier", check or approved
check. NO EXCEPTIONS!!
If you ever wanted to attend a large Western
Kentucky Farm Auction with e great variety of
mochinery going on the block, then this will be on
auction you won't wee* to miss!!! Mork your
calendar now and make plans to be with us
Thursday, January 28th, 1000 am. REGARDLESS
OF WEATHER for an Action Pecire‘S_4610)001,
Auction under the rhythm of "The Setting
Machine", "JorosI R. Cosh Auction Style", at
Sedalia. Kentucky. bring year heavy cleefelog!T!

•

See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
'actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436 2418
anytime.

EVERYTHING
YOU WANT
IN A HOME
Large master
'3 bedroom home moth of
town weer Alm, Rest $150
bedroom with bath, •
IF YOU
per month.
lots of closet space,
MARCH TO A
central heat pump,
DIFFERENT
Older 3 bedrmai home is
'
a wood stove.
also
maroonlake arm, testa
DRUMMER
This 4 bedroom
/Ms, paved rood, weed
If ypu do not want to
4.
/
home sits on 1-3
hest, suitable for hardy
'live in a house just
eetdeor typos, $75.00 per
acres northwest of
like the one next
oath.
.
town'. See the space
door - If you
and extras this
recognize and value
*•Depesit sad references
home offers by callrequired.
the distrinction of
ing today for an apCAll SPANN BIALTT
fine design - We
pointment. Phone
ASSOCIATES FOR All TOUR
have your house
BEAL ESTATE NEEDS
753-1222 day or
superbly con753-7721
night.
structed with
OPPORTUNITY
authenic marble
Three bedroom in Almo
KNOCKS
Heights. $275. per
fireplace, five
It's hard to find a
month. 753-8411.
bedrooms, three
three bedroom, two
Unfurnished 3 bedroom
baths, fabulous
in
home
home
electric
all
bath brick
room, spiral
family
inWell
Murray.
with central heat
staircase with a kitsulated -extra nice.
and air in the low
$250. per month rent,
chen that is a cook's
$40's anymore, but
$150. deposit. Call 753delight. Just reducwe have rq.: that
9829 after 5p.m.
ed $7,000. Call 753Wanted: responsible
could bes?st right
1492 now for an apfemale student to share
for you..7is located
pointment.
fully furnished 3 bedin a nice
SEA LIFE FROM
room home. Reasonable
neighborhood and
expenses. Call 759-4011
YOUR WINDOW
insulated to TVA
after 6p.m.
Excellent lakeview
standards. Come
from your threesee it today. Phone
FOR RENT
bedroom well753-1222, Kopperud
insulated home
1. A charming 2
Realty,
with great room.
BR house, newly
Launch your boat in
nice
redecorated,
view of your home.
lot, out of city.
First time offered
2. A country home,
at $39,000. Addi2 storys with doutional surrounding
ble carport. Lots of
lots available. Dial
rooms.
753-1492 for further
3. Nice 2 BR furdetails. •
nished mobile
HORN OF
home on private
PLENTY
lot. Only $150.
There's plenty of
4. If your rental
elbow room in this 4
property is a
ked.room home
headach to yon?
LORETTA vas,RAMS®
located in a nice
Talk to us about
1200 Sycamore
residential area.
'Array, Kentucky 42071
management.
(502)753-1492
The backyard has a
753-9111/11
chain-link fence.
The master
•
6.4
bedroom suite is 12
sit At 1St Alf
45. Farms for Sale
x 15, with its own
PROPERTY MANAGEMINT
bath and a 17 x 22
Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West, Call
36. For Rent or Lease
sitting room. See
759-1987.
other
and
these
Two horse barns 4
Sixty two acres on Hwy
amenities. Phone
acres in south Murray.
299 north of Kirksey on
Call collect after
753-1222, Kopperud
county line. 489-2425.
6:30p.m. 554-8710,
Realty. Offered in
46. Homesfor Sale
the $50's.
1Pets-Supplies
A
AT
QUALITY
3 bedroom brick house.
AKC German Shepherd
Carpet throughout, 2
REASONABLE
puppies. 28 champions
baths large living
and 5 generations. RePRICE
room and den. 2 car
gistered American EsBeautifully main- garage with large storkimo Spitz puppies.
tained three
age room. Cali 489-2145
502-55.1-2153.
or 753-2493.
bath
two
bedroom,
A super new dog food.
Brick house 3. bedroom
brick residence
IMS Plus needs no.
on 4 acres Hwy 464.
with approximately
supplements to bring
Furnished, new furniout the best in your pet.
1600 sq. ft. heated. ture work shop 24x30
436-2858.
Includes living
priced reasonable. Also
Australian Shepherds
24 acres across highway
room, kitchen with
registered. Male and
all the conve- for sale with or without
female 4 months old.
niences, and cen- the house. Call 753-6136.
Good stock dog.
By
one and one
435-4555.
tral gas heat. half owner
story 3 bedroom.
Blue tick coon hound. 6
L-ocated in
Walnut kitchen
months old female.
Gatesborough Sub- cabinets fireplace
135-4555.
baselnent garage low
division and priced
German Shepherd
utility ,bills, deep lot,
753Phone
sell!
to
puppies. 3 males 1
near hospital. 12.
1222, Kopperud
female 6 weeks old.
financing available with
435-4555.
Realty, for real ser- $10 000 down $42 750.
Call 753-4710 after
Registered pet bull_ vice in real estate.

UVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
Approx 40 WW all steel portable corrals' Srnidley
Ranger Morting portable livestock scale. Portable
livestock squeeze chute. Powder River livestock
operating table* Seiisierdl Squeeze Head-Gates'
Powder River adjustable loading chute w/portable
holding pens Several farm gores* Several portable
bulk feeders' Portable stock shed. Horse trailer'

Money, Kentucky
75144Si

43, Real Estate
Strout.
Really
Offke Coast te Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Rolle* Service Since lift
1912 Coliwoter feed
Money, Keetecky 42071
(502)753-0156
Auytime
JOE L. KENNON
•
limber
"Moused & Banded

_X ICICI

3IE

M

5:3013.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
•
225 L.P. Miller St. ltu.ulwacgeunt,ceswl
Specializing In Senior Citizens

Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut ;2.75
Open Noon
Mon., Ties., Wed., Then., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3655

Marshall ounty
Hospital
Benton, Kentucky
acme ii sue if Ow satin's mist beautiful rureatiu area,
is campletin a $2 millin expassiu pogrom al seeks
Ines le staff braid-sew, ultra mein
ail
1CUICCU, E.R.,
Delivery facilities as well
as prat-care perusal.
Re offer liberal salary al Unfits, excelled work* omits, ail a great place to live!

For More Information,
Call Collect:
Ben Webb,Dir. of Nursing
Marshall County Hospital
East Ninth Street
Benton, Kentucky 42025
(502)527-9269

11. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
Repair that Opal
Volkswagon. Datsun
Fiat Chevy
Subaru
Capri Toyota.
Luv
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1957 Ford. $550.
474U3$.
1967 Chevrolet station
wagon priced to Sell.
Call 753 6865 after 5p.m.
1971 Volvo. 4 cylinder 2
door air condition.
759-4645.
1972 Super Beetle
VolkSwagon, 753-3027.
1974 Pontiac Gran Ville.
Good' condition, must
sell. $550. 753-0285.
1976 Grand Prix, 7599702.
1977 Grand Prix. Good
condition. Call 759-9973
after 5p.m.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
ROOFING
driveway. industrial
residential or com
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
mercial. 24 hour
References. All work
service. Call 753 5933.
ge•r•siteed.
All your plumbing and
Estimates. CeiN 7591659 or 7534581.
air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry pain
tine: roof
mg and concrete. All
Need work on your
done to satisfac
trees? Topping prun- work
753-2211.
ing. shaping complete tion.
removal and more. Call Asphalt driveways and
BOVER'S TREE parking lots sealed by
SERVICE for Pro- Sears. For free esfessional tree care. timates call 753-2310.
Automobile -machanic
753-8536.
Sammy Tidwell Paint- will do work on _autoing Contractor. Ex- matic and all gasoline
perienced interior and' engined trucks. All work
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686 guaranteed. Call 4374546.
or 753-0487.
Speed Typist. Experienced in teletypeAlumina' Service Cs.
data processing, acatomism aid vigl
counts receivable billing and filing and some custom trig. work.
bookkeeping. Will furnMenses. Call Will El
ish complete resume
153-1131.
Dailey,
and references. Call
492-8435 after 5:30p.m.

53. Services Offered
K1 K STUMP REMO
VAL: Do you need stumps
removed from ?our yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can re
move stumps up to 24
IncheA below the
ground leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435 1313 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
Thirty one years ex
perience. Carpenter
building. remodeling.
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 4362253.

Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs: Firewood. 7535476.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

57. Wanted
Burley Tobacco Poun
dage for 1982 crop. Row
crop land. If you plan on
cutting back or want to
rent or lease your land
call Kim Wallis
189-2462.

FOR SALE
1977 Liacela Mark V,
no 'weer, local car,

Valentine

Purdones
OWsuolvilo
Ifiettec
Winn
1406 West Main
153-5315

1978 Cougar Mercury
XR-7, Futty loaded.
$3850. Call 754-1465'.
1978 King Cobra. VAL
cassette player good
condition. Best- offer.
Call 753-0963.
1979 Ford Thunderbird.
302 engine power air
new tires. sharp. $6500.
Call 489-2777.
1980 Citation. Sharp car.
Phone 753-9400.
1980 Ford Fiesta. 15000
miles. air 4 speed
excellent c-ondition.
$4500. Call 753-9644.
1981 Datsun 310GX like
new. 753-7853.
1975 Malibu Chevy. 2
door mag wheels Al
-shape. 436-5519.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NOW,
AVAILABLE through
local sales under $300.
Call 1-714-569-0241 for
your directory on how to
purchase. Open 24
hours.

w,Iines
on Valentine's Day
in this newspaper

Think how happy your "special someone" will
be when she (or he) reads the personal
message from you on Valentine's Day.
11'

Build a memory, compose your message, and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Department. The-cost is low.
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classified section of this newspaper on February 12.

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

KEY,
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts,* Batteries,
Twos, Wheel Covers,
Arta Accessories.

753-5500
50. Used Trucks
1972 Semi. White freight
liner. $3000. Motor just
overhauled. 474-8838.
1973 Chevrolet- pickup
350 engine. $675. 474.8838.
1976 4-wheel drive. la
Jon Chevrolet. $1900.
Call after 5p.m.
759-1143.
1977 Chevrolet
Silverado all extras.
4-wheel drive 58000
miles. 753-4936.

Happy
Vahonline's
Day

Our love Is
the kind that
lasts forever,

Your Wile

4-•

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

53. Services Offered
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753-1873.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses.
Jack Glover 753:1873.
APPLIANCE SERVICE, KENMORE
WHIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience.
Bob's
Bobby Hopper
Appliance Service 203 S
5th. 753-4872 or /53-8886.
Concrete block and
brick work. 20 years
experience. Free estimates. Call 753-5476.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
'
,
concrete. plumbing
roofing sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359. nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. C-ell
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

Dave: 1 haven't
sOent one-day not
loving you only!
I'm yours forever!
Wye. Arnie

PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES.
COST IS SHOWN ON LAST LINE USED

$3.25
$4.50

$5.50
$6.50
$7.50
Moil so that it roaches us no later than Feb. 10. Your
message wiN appear on lab. 12. Mail coupon and chock or
money order to:

The Ledger it Times
Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 32
Murray, Kentucky 42011
Your Name
Address
City
Phone

State
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Firms to launch news service

'OBITUARIES I

Steffey rites
conducted
in chapel
Services for James
Elbert Steffey were today
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Jack Jones and the Rev.
James Fortner officiated.
Olivene Erwin was
organist.
Pallbearers were J. T.
Todd, Calvin Todd, Ken
Todd, Mike Todd, Steve
Todd and'Jesse Arnold.
Burial was in Barnett
Cemetery.
Steffey, 33, died Monday at 4 am). at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He
had been employed as
manager of Long John
Silvers at Central City
prior to his illness,
He is survived by his
father, Elbert Steffey,
Byron, Calif.; his mother,
Vera B. Knight, Murray;
two brothers, Donald
Steffey, Great Lakes, Ill.,
and David Steffey, Murray.

W GRADUATE A I 2L : Ba • ra A. Brodmerkle,daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Alden W. Brodmerkle, Old Turnpike Road, Oakham, Mass., received a
B.S. degree in Agriculture and her commission as a 2LT in the U.S. Army,
through the Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, in
ceremonies held recently at Murray State University. Pinning on the 2LT
bars on behalf of her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Greer of Murray. 2LT
Brodmerkle, a three-year Army ROTC Scholarship recipient, will attend the
Air Defense Artillery Officer Basic Course at Fort Bliss, Texas, January 25
through April 6, after which she will be assigned to the 21st Replacement Battalion, Frankfurt,Germany.

Teachers condemn term paper soles

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sam Fitch, a University
of Colorado political
science teacher, decided
a term paper was worth
an A-minus. He changed
his mind when he read a
A reading skills im- virtually identical term
provement program for paper from another stuhigh school level students dent.
will begin Tuesday, Feb.
Fitch investigated and
23, at Murray state found that both students
University.
had bought the paper on a
Sponsored by the Latin American solidariDepartment of Special ty's movement from
Education Division of Pacific Research, a
Reading, the program Seattle-based company
will continue each Tues- that ran advertisements
day, except March 9, in campus newspapers
through May 4.
and offered "a solution at
Persons without high last to students' termschool diplomas also are paper problems."
eligible for the program.
The company advertisEach 90-minute pro
ed a 336-page catalog of
gram will begin at6 p.m.
10,000 research papers
A fee of $20 will be and also offered to do
charged.
"research to order" on
For more information, topics suggested by
contact Cindy Milan, customers.
Department of Special
Academic officials
Education,762-2446.
have condemned commercialized ghostwriting of papers since
entrepreneurs more than
a decade ago first hired
staffs to write research
By The Associated Press papers on thousands of
The average price for a subjects and then sold
hundred pounds of burley them to students across
tobacco rose 34 cents the nation.
Monday to $182.91, acUntil then, .fraternity
cording to the Federal- house files could help
State Market News Ser- some students plagiarize
vice.
term papers and some
The volume was up 2 off-campus merchants
million pounds at sold them, but this was on
3,745,245, bringing the a far smaller scale than
season total to 496,524,941 the mail-order companies
pounds, an average of
$180.97.
Louisville had the best
LEXINGTON, Ky.
average of the day at (AP) — Police are in$183.89 per hun- vestigating the death of a
dredweight on the sale of security guard who was
244,092 pounds of leaf, shot Monday at the enwhile Shelbyville also had trance to the General
a strong average of Electric lamp plant in
$183.40 on 315,561 pounds. south Lexington.
• Covington recorded the
The victim was iden• low average of the day
with $182.02 per hun- tified by police and a
dredweight on 215,828 relative as Deanna S.
Burns,about 34.
pounds.
Bloomfield, Bowling
Mrs. Burns, an
Green, Franklin, employee of Burris InterGlasgow, Greensburg, national Security SerHenderson, Horse Cave, vices Inc., which is based
Lebanon, London, in Briarcliff, N.Y., was
Owensboro, Richmond,
Somerset and Springfield
markets are closed for
the season. There were no
sales Monday at Danville, Harrodsburg,
Hopkinsville, Mayfield,
Paducah, Russellville
-and Winchester.

Reading skills
program slated

Burley average
rises Monday

operating nationally.
Pacific Research
reported annual sales of
$300,000 worth of
research materials,
Postal Inspector James
A. Harbin said. Sales
from the catalog were at
$3 per page and customized papers went for between $8 and $10 per page.
The company was
charged by the Postal
Service with using the
mail for making money
through misrepresentation, and in an out-ofcourt settlempet agreed
to tell colleges the names
of all students who have
bought their products.
Leading efforts to end
the market in term
papers is Thomas
Ziebarth, _a Postal Service consumer-protection
attorney who formerly
taught evening classes at
American .University in
Washing:Lon.
"Terii papers were
part of my teaching
responsibility. It's a very
valuable learning experience, but the callous,
cynical buying of a term
paper doesn't help
anyone except the one
getting the money. It is
unfortunate that cheating
can so easily be applied to
term papers," Ziebarth
said.
The landmark court
precedent in this field
was a 1973 ruling by the
U.S. Court of Appeals in
Boston. Overruling a

lower court, it said four
term paper companies
violated a law making it
illegal to "obtain
money...through the mail
by means of false
representation."
Previously, this law.
had been used only
against mail-order
schemes in which the
seller misled the buyer,
such as by advertising lotions that would "cure"
baldness or that touted
worthless diet pills.
But the court held that
when a third person, such
as a college professor; is
misled, that is also using
the mails to misrepresent.
Using this precedent,
Ziebarth has won decisions or obtained what he
called "favorable • settlements" against more
than a dozen other companies.
. Since then, term-paper
companies have made it
more difficult for the
Postal Service -to bring
the cases by being less
blatant in their advertising, Ziebarth said.
"Some used to say,'Let
us know what grade you
get.' They now are in the
same business but they
adopt a head-in-the-sand
approach and don't say
they are selling term
papers, even though they
know very well what the
student wants.

Police investigate death of GE security guard

•

shot at least once, according to a police report.
Fayette County Deputy
Coroner Gary Ginn
declined comment on the
incident.
Police said Mrs. Burns
was seen alive about 8
a.m. by two plant
employees and was in
radio contact with
another guard about five
minutes later.
The shooting took place
about 8:30 a.m. while
Mrs. Burns was on duty
in a small security
building at the plant en-
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Heavy
Duty
Tow
Chains

Bale Straw
Meat Salt
Heat Tape & Bulbs
Kerosene Heaters
Space Heaters

Close
Out
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King Wood
Stoves
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TelePress Sports,cable
Channel 23, will supplement Reuters' race
results with local sports
news and the AP's national sports report.
The community
bulletin board, cable
Channel 20, will expand
the number and scope of
current offerings. Advertising time will be
available on all three
TelePress channels.

TeleCable currently a normal newscast."
has more than 24,000
TeleCable President
subscribers in Fayette Richard D. Roberts said
County and expects to he was "pleased to be
have 40,000 by the end of working with the Herald1932. Leader on this project."
"We do not expect our
"We have always emcable operation to phasized local participareplace the local- tion on our Cable
newspapers or to stop systems," Roberts said.
people from watching the "With the TelePress proevening newscasts on ject, our subscribers will
local television," said have the opportunity to
Creed C. Black, chair- participate in one of the
man and publisher of the pioneering local elecLexington Herald and tronic news services beThe Lexington Leader.
ing offered on cable."
"Our channels are
Black said Lexington
designed for people to was approved as the site
view for five and 10 of the pilot project by
minutes at a time when it Knight-Ridder
is- convenient for them Newspapers, owner of the
without having to wait for Herald and Leader.

Judge to allow cameras in courtroom
MORGANTOWN, Ky.
(API — A Butler Circuit
judge has agreed to permit cameras in the courtroom during the murder
trial.of a man accused of
killing a Kentucky State
Police detective.
JudgeCarmol Cook ruled that media representatives covering the May
3 trial of Harry Lee
Shelor Jr. will be allowed
to use photographic
equipment, but said that
it must be kept stationary.
Shelor originally was
slated to be tried Dec. 14,
but that time was later
changed to Feb. 1.
Cook changed the date
last. Saturday after
Shelor's attorneys argued
that he hadn't had the opportunity to examine the
prosecution's evidence,
said Christine Coleman,a
circuit court clerk.
Shelor is charged with

the fatal shooting of
Detective Darrell V.
Phelpsaton Aug. 7, 1981,
while Phelps and another
state police officer, Noble
Ray, were checking out a
marijuana patch they
had discovered.
Originally, the officers
had gone to the farm on
the Edmonson-Butler
County line to investigate
a shooting.
Ray signed a warrant
Aug. 13 identifying Shelor
as the man who shot
Phelps.
After proceedings
Saturday in Circuit
Court, the judge laid
down ground rules for
how the Shelor trial will
be conducted. He also ruled on several motions by
the defense in what constituted a -pre-trial hearing.
Defense attorneys asked that a state-appointed

private investigator be
provided for Shelor on the
grounds that Shelor is too
poor to provide one for
himself.
Cook said Shelor would
be allowed to use the services of an investigator
from the Department of
Public Advocacy from
the attorney general's office. Otherwise, no investigtor will be provided
by the court.
The judge overruled a
motion that Shelor be provided a private telephone
in his cell at the Warren
County jail.
Defense attorney
Charles Giesen gave two
reasons why he felt that
Shelor needed a private
telephone.
"When I need to communicate with my client,
the layout of the jail is
such that the jailer has to
take the phone upstairs to

Insulation
For Hot
Water Heaters
Conforms To
ASTME 84
;5150

Bulk
arden See
(Arriving Now)

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)
State officials
outlined a plan Monday
for the construction of a
hotel next to the Capital
Plaza Tower near
downtown Frankfort — a
hotel that has been the
subject of diseussion for a
number of years.
Servico, a hotelmanagement holding
company headquartered
in West Palm Beach, Fla,
would operate the hotel
and would contribute
$500,000 toward the $11.5
million cost of the pro-

ject.
Of the remaining
money, $2 million would
be provided by E.F.'Hutton as a limited partner in
Capital Plaza Associates,
$7 million would come
from industrial revenue
bonds and $2 million from
state economicdevelopmentbonds.
Monday night, the city
council adopted a resolution asking the Kentucky
Development Finance
Authority to issue up to
$10 million in industrial
revenue bonds for the

project.
State officials said theydid not expect the full $10
million to be used.
The cost of the hotel actually could total $12
million, including
operating money, with
the difference to be made
up by E.F. Hutton.
Commerce Secretary
Bruce Lunsford, whose
cabinet put the deal
together, said state officials believe the hotel
will "become a social
center for Frankfort"
and will hel revitalize

Insulated
Coveralls
(Men & Bois)

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Prosecuting attorney
Dale Bartlett Jr. argued
that a private telephone
could create a security
risk."I'm concerned with
the precedent th* would
be set if Shelor has a
phone," he said.
"I don't have the
authority to order or prohibit the sheriff or the
jailer from installing a
telephone," the judge
said. "That's up to the
sheriff."

the city's downtown
district.
Plans for the hotel call
for a 10-story, 200-room
structure with meeting
rooms,an indoor pool and
health club.
Under Kentucky law,
the state must own a portion of a project that
receives economicdevelopment bond financing. In this instance,commerce officials expect the
state's ownership to involve the hotel's meeting
rooms.

SAVE — SAVE! SAVE — SAVE!
You Can Tell By The
D&T
Total On The Tape D & T
Warehouse Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 1-26 Through 2-2
Food-

411
t1

me

I.

English Mountain

Bush Blackeye
or Purple Hull

9

Green Beans
F

Peas

t.$

$149

Field Bologna

Parkay or
Blue Bonnet

Turner

Margarine

Milk

394

t
$219

S11111

20 Lb. Potatoes

Nabisco or
Zesta

Martha White

Crackers

Flour

Steel Toe
Hi-Top Rubber

Boots $1500

Mr. Shelor. I'm sure the
jailers would welcome
the 'opportunity to be
relieved of this duty,"
Giesen said.
He also said there is only one telephone in the
Warren County Jail to
conduct routine jail
business and to serve all
inmates. "There have
been entire days when only busy signals arise,"
Giesen said.

Construction plan for Frankfort hotel outlined

1 Lb.

30
.
• •%
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which will be a free service to TeleCable
subscribers.
TelePress will offer
continuous reports from
the AP on cable Channel
9, plus local news stories
selected by the TelePress
staff.

R

. Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 26. 1912
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, HIM—Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts 100 lower Sows uneven steady to 1.00
lower decline on wgts. under 431 lbs.
(IS 1-2 210-240 lbs
141.00.4930
US 2 200-50 lbs •
141.754900
US 2-350-270 lbs
1147.75-41.5
Sows
US 1-2 270-50 lbs
137.161-40.01
US 1-3 30045011n
131104310
US 1-345050lbs
143.0047.01
US I -3 S00-50 lbs
847.1049.00
JJS 2-3308-501 lbs
637.10-3900
Boars 29113211

trance, police said.
A schoolgirl reportedly
saw Mrs. Burns talking to
two men at the guard
building at 8:30, but Sgt.
Drexel Neal declined to
say whether two men
were being sought.
"We haven't put
enough together yet to
say anything about
suspects," Neal said. .„
Mrs. Burns, recenay
divorced, is survived by
daughters Angie, 13, and
Cindy, 7, said Brenda
Wilson, her former sisterin-law.

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Lexington
Herald-Leader Co. and
TeleCable Corp. will
launch an experimental
news and information
service on the city's
cable-television system
in March, officials of the
companies announced. The service, to be called Herald -Leader
TelePress, will take over
three TeleCable channels
that currently air news
from The Associated
Press, race results from
Reuters News Service
and community-service
announcements.
David Reed, HeraldLeader television editor
since 1974, has been named director of TelePress,
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is our business!
as our business progresses so does
•
the business climate. 1981 was
good to us-greater things are
possible in 1982.

We takelhis oppottaity
to congratulate our hue
community and welcome
the many new businesses
that have cast their
lot in our city.
Special Section Of The blowsy Ledger & Times
Jaavery 26, 1982
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142 Years

412 Main

Company
- Southside Manor

Corn-Austin
402 Main

753-1272

83 Years

Claxton's
Trailview 4rocery & Statiorr

Beale
Hardware

since 18811"
Intersec. 444
Hwy. 19111

Ili want you to shine
5 Monthi In Murray
Olympic Mar:

63 Years

60 Years

-,-..5.
-..,„.„ The
ND BANK
— Land Bank

Holton &

Of Educational Service
To
West Kentuckians

Melugin
Insurance
Agency

247.3650

MaYfiek

206 Main

51 Years

Michelson
Jewelers
Diamond Store

"Thp

That Gives You MoreBel Air Shopping Ctr. 753-7695

Murray State
University

Of Service To Murray
Complete Family Store

49 Years

Lerman's oil co.0
loo S. 5th

753-1247

46 Years

45 Years

StokeS Ti2actor

Quality work
Since 1/37
All Types Of
Commercial and
Industrial Sheet Metal

&

753-1323

Industrial Road
- 753-1319

802 Chestnut

40 Years
Live Better
Electrically

•

Murray Electric
System
-

401 Olive
753-5312

The
Murray
Insurance
Agency

Signs of all kinds
truck lettering
church baptistry
murals-gold leaf

Vinson
Tractor
Company

753-4892

503 Walnut

753-3061

Texaco
Bulk Plant
South 2nd

753-2321

Triangle
Restaurant

"Where Experience
Counts"

.

McKeel
Equipment Co.

Edwin Cain
Construction

Bucks
Body Shop
"You Wreck'em,
We Fix'em"

753-5142
753-5143
.311 N. 4th
:.....••fsgketer2••••., •:ir ,., let Sinitilen•eilt:
-04110•56P561.._• CA& Rt.e Meorairt-lip.•
ed,1111011%,"",

THE

PARTiCULAR

•

West
Je

Ky. Toll Free Number
1-800-592-3969
W. Railroad Ave.
753-1933

11

12th
753-4111
S.

-

New Owner:
Josephine Wolfe

37 Years

“
m urray
Auto epA
Parts

s.
(.7

M UR RAY /KY.

V
N

Member F.D.I.C-..
753-3231

inns

41 Years
-The-'Clinic

. Pharmacy
5th and Walnut
753-8302

38 Years
Williams
Radiator
& Glass Co.
Emphasizing Quality
Service & Availability
Featuring RadiatorsGlats.-Air Compressors
& Shop Equipment
1107 Chestnet 753-5514

40

37 Years
Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

Ready Mix Concrete
And Building Blocks
Bag Cement & Mortar
"Your NAPA Jobber
Also
is the right place to go"
Premix Concrete &
4
Motarin,Bag
605 Maple St. .
753-4474 '
'" "taastltatit'rtrisTok

BEST
z

MAN

753-1234

PEOPLES BANK

If you Match our
quality, you can't
beat our prices

Max Churchill
Funeral Home

Jackson
'OR

Serving Agriculture
In Calloway
Since 1934

38 Years

Understanding Courtesy

&

48 Years

38 Years

37 Years

Qraharn

41years

38 Years

37 Years

Quality Merchandise
For 66 Years.

Hutson's

Hazel, Ky.
492-8666

153-5025

66 Years

Parker
Ford

200 North 4th
753-1921

Helping to build Murray and Calloway
County for 38 years. _
Braden Metal
Building System
S. 4th St.
753-1675

2r
Dowi

53 Years

Ed Chrismafi
Owner

210 5. 5th

,

113 S. 4th St.
753-2835

Member
F.D.I.C.

54 Years

-Your Friendly
Ford Dealer"
7th A Main
753-5273

SI

"Since 1887"

414 Main

Wilson &
Holsapple
Pip
66li
h

tel-Air Shopping Comer

38 Years„: • 38 Years

Hazel, Ky. 492-8136
Member F.D.1.C.

Hendon's
Service
Station

Parker's
— -Super Market. - -

753-4751

Dees Bank
of Hazel

42 Years

•

—

Seiko Watches and
Keepsake Diamonds

Bank of Murray

66 Years

45 Years

753-4832

38 Years

Furchei
Jewelry

!JAI

201 S. &it' 753-2411

"The Country Bank"

•

95 Years

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

45 Years

Freed
Cotham Co.

Implement Co.

Shell

Serving This Area
Since 1886
Four Generations
Of Service

Your Volume Dealer In
West Ky. and Tenn.

.49 Years
Kentucky
Lake

•96 Years

0.
00145

762-3011

Serving Calloway,
Graves, Carlisle
& Ballard Counties

.

204 N. 4th
753-5833

59 Years

753-4623
Murray
Court Square

753-3415
••••=or

•

Rains
Signs

77 Years

-

51 Years

Calloway Co.
Lumber Co.

753-1916

Jewelers for over 77
eafor-in
r
years. Se vLeonotkhinyg
Murray.
ward to many more.

Optieat
1

65 Years
Close to the land and the
people who work it

106 N. 4th St.

outitem

214 Main
753-1543

436-5586

- ,

80 Years

Four generations
in business

Post Office in °position

Mirrray
Led
Ledger .
8r Tu
Times

Murray
753-3321

753-2472

94 Years

Hamlin, Ky.

Sherwin
Williams

Oldest Men's
Clothing Store
In Western Ky.
44 Years As Corn-Austin

Wallis Drug

103 Years

113 Years

124 Years

Oldest ,Drug Store
Operating In The
Sarne Location in the
Since 1840.
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,37 Years
Vs/614.1111

SHOc VILLAGLIn West Kentucky
Entering Its
2nd Year in Murray
Downtown ...
n1Q -mt-aLoyare

35 Years
See Joe Todd
or Larry Hale

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

36 Years
Starks Hardware
& Kountry
Kitchen
12th Poplar St.
753-1227

34 Years
Owner, Katherine Lax
Operators,
Iva Carson-Wanda Nolar,
Helen Jones-Gail Anderson

Murray
Beauty Shop

36 Years

205 N. 4th St.
753-5802

40211. 12th
753-4845

34 Years

34 Years

33 Years

32 Years

Geurin
Construction
Company, Inc.

Ellis
Popcorn
Company

Ezell
Beauty
School

Kelley's Termite
& Pest
Control

Wiswell Rd.

306 N. 4th St.
753-4723

/

814 Mayfield Road-P.O. Box C
Norm, Kentecky 42071
Area 502-753-3372
Ares 502-753-3377

32 Years

32 Years

West Kentucky's Leading
Jeweler For 67 Years

We Sell Business &
Industrial Radios

Serving West Kentucky
In Quality Shoes At
Popular Prices

114 S. 5th 753-1640

_31 Years

r

753-5451

32 Years

Chestnut Street
753-1474

Phone 753-3682
1411 Main St Murray Ky

Family Shoe
Store
753-3901
510 Main

30 Years

29 years

Murray True
Value Home &
Auto Store

Jackson
Purchase PCA

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Company

Wiggins
Furniture
Co.

Northside Shopping Ctr.
753-2571

Hwy. 641 North
753-5602

27 Years
West Kentucit
_
Bargain Center

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.
208 hest Mein
753-3361

Years
26
Fire, Casualty
Auto and Bonds

Purdom &
Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
407 Maple

753-4451

27 Years
Hoyt or Ray
Roberts
M.L.S.
Ronnie Pea, Marge
Armbruster, Edna
Knight, Patsy Fain,
Anna Requat:th

RobertsRealty Co
12th & Sycamore 753-1651

26 Years
Welding Supplies &
Structural Steel
Bar Joist—Roof Decking
Drain Pipe—Plastic,
Metal and Overhead Door
Industrial Supplies

Jones Iron
& Metal-Co.
753-3841

23 Years

23 Years

Fine Furniture
At Discount Prices

Farm
Bureau
Insurance
Co.

Dunn
Furniture
Warehouse
Hwy.641 North
753-3937

Ray T. Broach—
Terry Broach
S. 4th 753-4703

Lynn Grove, Ky.
435-4415

27 Years

Hwy. 641 N
753-4566

27 Years

Gould Oil
Company, Inc.

Murray
Memorial
Gardens

Midway-Hazel, Ky.
U.S. 641 S. 4921885

with Chapel Meesolevin
Wilson H. Culver, Manager
641-N
Phone 753-2654

26 Years

24 Years

Union,76 Jobber

Studios in Murray
and Mayfield
tallet, Tap, Acroketks,
Gymaastks,
Modern Jun

Lyndia Cochran
-Dance Studio
732 F•trlane Dr

753-4697

23 Years
Your One-Stop
Sewing Center

Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
Simla,Center
753-5323

•

32 Years
•

31 Years

Friendly, Honest
Service Since 1951

"Siiice 1947

Ladies-Ready To Wear
Mee's Work
Clothes. Shoes
& Boots
Downtown -Murray

32 Years

713 So. 12th
753-5191

Jeffrey's
Clothing

Wells
Electric

Chestnut Street
For Appointment
Phone 753-3142

Bob's
TV Service

Residential
Commercial

35 Years

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing &
Electric Co.

507 S. 12th St.
753-2814

Lindsey's
Jewelers

36 Years

36 Years

lionest and Fair
Dealing
Mr L Mrs Carraway. Janice
want
to
thank you for your
Teresa
patronage & look forward to seeing
you in 1062

Carraway
Furniture
105 N. 3rd 753-1502

23 Years
Owen's
Food Market
If It's
Owen's Best
It Has To Be Good
1407 Maim

753-4682

Chucks
Music
Center
29 Years

-it&la‘4404_,

Scott Drug
1205 Chestnut-753-2547

100 S. 13th St.
753-3914

32 Years ,
Donald E.
Henry
State Farm
Insurance Agency
104 N. 4th St.
753.9935
753-1540

28 Years
Maytag

In Automotive
Business

Cain's AMC-Jeep
& Renault Inc.

7.

Rell

Ward-Elkins
1400 N. 641
753-6441

27 Years
Authorized
Tappan Dealer

Steele &
Allbritten
Plembieg &
Electric Co.
207 S. 3rd. 7534341

24 Years

411 Maple

I53-1113-

27 Years
Quality knitters of industrial tubing and
stockinettes,
distributots of industrial work gloves.

Murray
Fabrics, Inc.
607 Maple

753-4305 ,•

24 Years

Lovett Bros.
Gulf

Gerrald Boyd, Owner
Your Total Auto
RepairService
In Town

Gulf

Boyd
Auto Repair

\valor/
753-5081
Elm

209 S. 7th

753-1751

23 Years

22 Years

Credit Bureau
of Murray,
Inc.

Carlos Black Jr., Owner
tummy Palm*

305 Maple
753-5572

1,— •

Block's
Decorating
Center Inc.
-

Beteidastial•Cmireioi•
Wishful
Fill m:ian

753-0839

111

- -;

'Y AVAILABLE
•

•I•

•

S

•••

l' At:I 1 11111 NH FHKN

.

22 Years
-

LEDGER

-

Wheel Alignment
—Tire Balancing
Mufflers—Brakes
—Shocks—Tires

21 Years
JIM 1DAMS

21 Years

7531351
1

Southside-Hwy. 641 S
Northside-Chestnut St.

of
- Sound

World

1ER

Rose's Wheel
Alignment
3rd & Olive

Ttiesda. Januar 26.1982

-

FornnerlT‘ Service Center 1

222 N. 12th. Rear 753-5865
1

I' 161:. 5 TUE

21 Years 1 21 Years

21 Years

Interstate
Batteries

Lad & Lassie
Children's Shop
Murray's
Oldest & Largest
Children's Shop
Seethside Shopping Center
• 753-3456

E. Mein St.

19. Years

18 Years

18 Yeats

Jerry's

. --- - - Blalock-Colemon
Funeral Home

Taylor Seed
Company

IPRINTINGI

South 12th St. 753-3226

Call us Day or Night When
In Need Of Our Services
713 South 4th
753-6800

"We Process
Top Quality Seed"
4 miles West On Hwy. 94
753-5742

18 Years

17 Years

17 Years

Shady Oaks
Mobile Home
Courts

Carroll
Tire &
Wheel Alignment

"Eating At Jerry's
Is A Family Affair"

1406 Mein
753-5315

Mayfield Hwy. 121
753-5209

Holiday
Inn
Mest Accommodating
People In THE World
South 12th St. 753-5986

1105 Pope 753-1489
1/1 Block Off S. 12th

17 Yezrs
- Far Lands
Travel Agency
Call us for your travel
Reservation. No charges
for our services

Witamay,Ky.

713-1397

The businessman's Choice
For Printing Since 1964
102 N. 4th St.

Rickman &
Norsworthy
Building
Supplies Inc.

Overby Honda

16 Years

16 Years

Donald E.
Henry
State Form
Insurance Agency,

Complete
Auto
Repair

Leta's
Beauty Salon

Kentucky -Fried
Chicken
III 3 Sy c'amore
753 7101

15 Years

Carroll

16 Years
Mademoiselle
Shop

12 I

Merle Norman

_Jou
Custom
Cabil
Cu
Wood'

Cosmetic
Studio
. The Place For
The Custom Face
403S. 12th .
753-6926

The Shop For Smart
Young Women
111 S. 4th 753-3882

14 Years

11

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Van
Chi

801 S. 4th St.
7534092

408 North 4th
753-6779

16 Years

16 Years

10

lie Mee

Fern

Sou+bsicte Mkhoy

We Try Harder
Owner: George Dowdy
103 North 7th
753-8868

5 Operators
Full Time Manicurist
Leta Taylor, Owner
Member Ky. Hair
Fashions Committee
1600 Dodson 753-8232

Southside Shopping Manor
753-5678

Service Is
Our Business
Hwy. 641 South
753-9131

15 Years

15 Years

15 Years

1 5 Years

ma vitittoore

The Shoe
Tree

Motor Parts
& Bearings

Sammon's
Bakery

Neatiog
Air Comlitioning
6610041A
Commercial Refrigeration

800 Chestnut
7S3-8850

753-3181
802 Chestnut

See us for your
Chevrolet Cars
and GM parts

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
Hwy. 641 So.
753-2617

14 Years

Randy Thornton
i_Ileating And
Air Conditioning

Volkswagen
Audi
Mazda

13 years

Jane Lovett
Owner
OwnerP
urdom Lovett,
Mavis
Moore
Bill Roberts, Owners
Smithside Shopping
Hwy. 121 N.
1109 Chestnit
Center
753-7762
753-3311
753-8339

14 Years

13 Years
.
Paul's
Taxidermy
Fell Time
Open Mon.•Fri.
Set.-12
Hwy. 732
753-8073

Nurkinglitun Rag. aniNCO
Ch.
Easy Credit
11341141_,•
Dixieland Center

13 Years

Wholesale
Electric

Freda Steely, Owner

Why Pay Retail
When You Can
Buy Wholesale
206 E. Mein
7534194

Kingswood
Beauty Salon
Kingswood Subdivision
753-5587

,

14 Years

See the boating
Professionals
The McClures at

"Service Is Our Business''
Standard Oil Products

Greys's& Des
Mrstrere
Panorama Shores 436-5483

13 Years.
.

for All Tour
Delicious
!atilt Needs!
753-5434
Chestnut St.

14 Years
Happy Holiday
Travel Inc.

Terms
Bel Air
Shopping Center
753-8391

13 Years

•Al Typos•
•••• Ando
•C•1•••
722-2144

17 Years

641 Super
Shell

Antiques

IllittAY Wilts
MUNN
MS*.'Mit
751 1214

18 Years

I

16 Years

Fed

Savings &

Jr. Pittman Mgr.

753-6450

16 Years

104 N. 4th St.
753-1540
753-9935

Phone 753-GOGO

Winchester Servicest

-17 Years . 17 Years

SOO S. 4th

Hopki

,

Service For
Oldsmobiles—Cadillacs
Pontiacs

rellifi
,

701 Mein 753-9132

753-1662

20 Years

PURDOM

caordit-Shell &
w
wrecker Service

"You Can Spend More
But You Can't Buy
Better."

20 Years

Restaurant

24-Hour Wrecker Service
YOU CALL—WE TOW

13Y

Lyons Electric
3/ Tuts Ely.
Owners
W. A. & Donnie
Lyons
616 So. 4th
753-4912

Richard Orr
Distributing

Pen
75

Al
Distil
the Sen
1505 Ste
IS

0
tee':
Cl(
"Fol
Clean
Free
S 4th

91

We hare at
Wesley

Ways Merry
Pope Ave.
753-4652

13 Years

ANN
REALTY
ASSOGATES
753-7724 1
Hetes Spowee-ereltor
%OWN'Slieppiag Ch.
Wormy Ey.

BEST

30
75

8
24-I
Answe

Tel
An
Se'
A
753-33 15

COPY A
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13 Years

13 Years

Hopkinsville
Feder&
Savings L loan Assn,

H&R Block
Tax Service

Murray
Muffler
& Automotive
Center

•AV Typos 011110041veriims
Nee 111.1.. C•hise Toon
Ilerdvsee
?SS -$11119 — WI lati.

•Caloiset

101 S. 7th

We hiss it oar situdi• Wks.
Wesley Loves sad Curtis led
Says newsy'moires.

304 Main
753-8298

,

DY

Clothes
Closet

403 S.
L.P. Miller
753-0212

Southside Shopping
Manor
753-9882

10 Years

10 Years

10 Years

R oss

"The Store For Men"

Dexter, Ky.
437-4423

,

Alt).

r

Billy

121 South
753-5500

10 Years

/
2 Years
91

Bill Redick
Bill Melon
Rick McConnell
753-0511
900 Coldwater Rd.
Murray Ky

3,IAiles Out 94 E.
Murray, Ky.
753-0277

Brandon,

r

9 Years

_

Don
Faughn
Enterprises
Andrus Ave.
r

9 YearsApe Smith's
Carpet
Center

Ready to help you
with your real estate
needs whether you're
ready to buy or sell.
We have qualified
salesmen anxious to
serve you
105W. 12th
753-8080

- iah
j---1 ii-oc

Fisher

Radio Cab

'Price

Owned & Operated
By Agnew C. and
Myrtle Wenfrick

24-Hour Live
Answering Service

The Showcase

Telephone
Answering
Service Of
Murray

Unique Gifts
Complete
Bridal Shop
Shirley Smith Owner
753-4541
121 Ily-Pass

AVAILABLE

A Division Of The
Qtiakdr Oats Co.
Posey Rd. 753-0450

_ Jen Potts Owner
Cevrt Uppers
753-6048

/
2 Years
71

7 Years

153.5351
at —
153-5352

7 Years

ourz , mint:, aita ours
Everything For
That Sport In
Your Life
I

, ,

: I ,

1

C.i tz

iI

SPORTING GOODS

_

1203 Chestnut
753-8114

Murray's Nearly
New Shop
See Our
Maternity Line
153-4081
Ct. Squire
-

,
Murray
Appliance
212 Alain

753-1586

10 Years
Morris
Refrigeration
,24 Years
';Experience
506 So. 4th St.
753-7205

9 Years
e, isoston
_j [„,,,,,00 -...
Crje a fart1

8 Years

81
/
2 Years

,, ..-_

10 Years

Just A Bit Above
The Ordinary
Hwy. 641 N. 753-0910

9 Years

p

314 Main
753-0123

Serving Murray &
Surrounding Area
With Quality Carpet
For Less
Seath 4th St.
753-6660

9 Years
A
•te ob.%
'
ipe, I,ta...“.Ilv WW1 I 00
,4
_
/
1 No
.4161

,

Pizza

9 Years
Boyd Maiors

I,

We sure thank you for
11 years of continuous business.

We Have
speedy delivery
153-2915
West Main

Owner
Bel Air Shopping
Center '
753-0550

Man's.
World

Paul Welch
Concrete
Products

11 Yeats
. Twin Lakes
Office Products

PAGLIAIN

Kings
Den

James Ronnie
Danny Ross
Billy Miller
210 E. Main
753-0489

8 Years

209 N. 5th

Belcher
Oil Co.

Insurance
Company

8 Years

753-3315

10 Years

Ron and
Brooks Collie
Owners

,,..(

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-7 Sunday
Central Shopping Center
753-4025

10 Years

Ron's
Upholstry

-

"For All Your
Cleaning Needs"
Free Estimates

Carter
Studio

206 S. 6th
153-3191

•

10 Years
Lee's Carpet
Cleaning

9 Years

1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-2900

10 Years

206 N. 4th
753-5201

limy. 441 North
753-4141

sEGLErs
=

vi

A Home of
Distinction For
the Senior Citizens
1505 Stadium View Dr.
753-7109

Seven Seas
Restaurant

Patty Ann's
Beauty
Salon

0
%
KEY
KARS
INCr I'

U ED

Murray
Cash & Carry

"Your Zenith Dealer"
Tucker's TV
Sales &
Service

10 Years
`',3:'"
,CPWAN

For the finest
in Steaks, Seafoods

1.1- Years

753-9999

Supplies &
Greenware, - Custom
Firing & Finishing,
Certified Duncan
Teacher
Rt. 1 Box 63 753-2540

10 Years
Fern Terrace
Lodge

—

Originated the first
discount prescription
-. service in Murray
So. 12th St.-753-4175

12 Years

11 Years

. Ceramic

Penny Rood
753-4926

S. 4th - 753-5827

6_

Uncle Jeff's Safe-T
Discount
Pharmacy

12 Years

11. Years

Mar-Lane
& Gift Shop
Ceramics

11 Years.
Vanderbilt
Chemical
Corp.

Bel Air Shopping
Center
7

12 Years

Jerry's
Custom,Kitchen
Cabinets &
Custom
Woodworking

13 Years

FOOD
GIANT

fehied Ain Aims 1GA

DCWITUIll
MOO
716 mil Akio
713-7921

12,Years

•

13 Years
Storey's

BMW

111111111 SOUR
MIEN
MSc ITO 9.
713-1214

.

P.N.- Hirsch & Co.
An Interco Co.
Department
Stores
Hwy. 641 N. 153-9719
Olympic Pine

Quality Service
Company
"TVA Certified
Heat Pump Installers"
402 Saniarry Circle
753-9290

61
/
2 Years
Creative
Printers
We'd like to thank our
customirs Tor - their
support during these
last 6kt years.
1611 121 ty-Puss
153-2285 Murray

1

•
— -4 -

•

-

RH 11 It% .1. 1:11(;Eli

%(,E 6 ria

6 Years

6 Years

M&G
Complete
Glass Co.

:. .,10tio
41
753-1222

lift;

f OR II%

r

71,1 Main

Years

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency

iii ...

Current Real Estate
Kno•ledge And Good
old Fashion Ser% ice

lima

•••,•
•.-

Pickens
' Electric

,-,-. ,
Nir.,. .-•
^ -the green door • N4"

5 Years

/
2 Years
41

4½ Years

/
2 Years
51

ThRciP)handler

The Film Barn

806 Chestnut

5 Years

Bgok Rack

.cac Mm1100

4 Years
. 41**111110

•,

Privately Owned
And Operated By
Ron & Joyce Sallin
753-0440
Bel Air Ctr.

"Like You
Like It"

Hoffman's
AL—
•,.,-,sE,.. & CiPEEN,<:_Si
LANDSCAPING

A Months In Murray
11 Years Serving The
Purchase Area In Paducah
Court Square 753-1763

759-4512

144kWAe

Murray
Karate
Center

r442

"Qualified
Instruction"
753-6317
Dixieland Ctr.

4111t.
i2th K Chestnut
murroy, Ky.
759-4646-

3½ Years_
Uncle Lee's
Sporting
Goods

t.7

ZIF '..i.bntokr *1!oppr•

'1
1-11--J'il, -1

ii w

Restaurant

"Murray's Exclusive
. Tobacco Shop"
Olympic Plaza
753-3174

lt Discount Prier

759-4493
Olynialt Plaza

759-4455 ,
Chestnut St.

Danny M. Duitn's
, Electric '

Medical Arts
Pharmacy

Licensed For
Commercial &
Residential

301 S. Iltb St.

Call 436-2372

1-1 AlsnAri.
11 Sot.
751.4527

Murray, Ky.

'

2. years

THAT
IT Levi's
I

1 Yr. & 9 Mos.
Harrell's
Farm &
Home Supply

1

SOP* St."'.

Neu
753-6882

753-7862
Hwy. 94E Money

Otylipie
7
-,

4 Years
....
OM E
F.N TER
. ....

a v°ings '
Perc3e0ntoS6

Court Squeie
759-4795
'

31
/
2 Years

3 Years

Blackford
House
Gallery

Barnett's
Auto Body

. •
Murray
Paving Co.

Shop

•

Insurance Estimat;Is
WelcoMe
.
641 S. 492-8154

753-8301

. 3 Miles Out
Hwy.94 E. Murray
753-0277

21
/
2 Years

2 Years
D&T
Warehouse
Foods

.

4
704,02,
14"...VI

Parlor
32 Revers

CIeaddeRIN

."When you compare
prices we gain a new
customer"
121S.across from
Murray Drive-In
759-1144

753-3604

Delciess Med .
'
Chicks*

Authcwized Fitting Center

Dixieland Ctr.

f PURINA

NowS

A

16 Months
Faye's

Monograms
• Win
41Stall WM
,-

•

lebostriel Rd.
753-5371 Murray, 1.

LoLL•Cir

641!. 753-0129

IC:108C9r0e'asm

1/
1 2 Years
Buchanan
Feed
'

Kitchenware Decorative)
Accessories-Wicker
Hwy. 441 North
Abeieing Wiggins ignitors

31
/
2 Years

A

:I
C

•

,
,
,Unique Gifts

hack

733-6774

"Camel Covoy's
Complete IWO

J.E'GNE :ITTS

,.

Quality
Construction
121 Bypass
ass

jaiitiral Arts SIdg.1

i

Skop to Renicr•br r-

_air

2W Years

Ozark
Log
Homes

BEGLEY'S '

Intro.
Creatiie
Communications

hol

Murray

.418 Main

21/2. Years

3 Years

-.A4 Years

Of Ladies Shoes

IFormally Galicrl Unlimitmll
I-.-Prints /1 Custom Framing
2—Gifts Fur All Occasions

Prime Rb Steak
lobster lashed

1

31 ears

17 Years Of
Serving You
?*,
1300 Johnson Blvd.
:--11:
759-1234
• zzle;

)1 '01 R.

'Nam, Brand

"Toiling Goa&

Professional
Service
753-8536

,

753 11201

Division Of Murray
Simply Co. Inc.
753-8201
.
200 E. Main

Nationally
Advertised Bronds

Security Federal
Savings & Loan

31
/
2 Years

CENTEk
XV E PAacm

4 Years

Boyer Tree
Service

i

--

RENTAt SALES

4 Years

In Murray

'"=--'=

31
/
2 Years

5 Years

I

4 Years

4 Years

4 Years

753-9616
So. 12th Murray

1-901-247-5537
Allan Raidt
Owner •

TOTALLY FREE ESTIMATES

753-93E3
12th & Olive
1

4 Years

Big John

753-6068

5 Years

seafood & hamburgers

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

• Serving Murray
.
Lowest Shelf Prices
In Murray

Drive-up Window
Service. Fast Film
Developing. All
Camera Supplies
Available Including
Kodak Film.

Captain D's

IRIP

/
2 Years
51

HGARDEN
Thousands of
Used Paperbacks
.
For All Your
- -Also
Western Union
Home or Office
Gail Edwards,Owner
Decorating Needs
753-4821
753-0317
808 Chestnut
Dixieland Ctr.

For All Your
Electrical Needs
- 753-6822
901 Arcadia

Imported Gifts
Linen & Accessories
For Bed & Bath

753-7972
Dixieland Center

753-4937
107 N. 4th Murray

Bel Air
Center
753-7403
Murray

SHOE
BIZZ

6 Years
"For Those Who
Like To Cook &
Those Who Like
To Eat"
Bel Air Center
753-5679
Murray, Ky.

/
2 Years
51

/
2 Years
51

1
2
45/
With 13 Years
Experience

P

6 Years

,....,
utt.
isumusemas

816 Coldwater Rd.
753-0180
Murray, Ky.
•

•

TIMES. Tue.da‘..lanuar 26.1982

753-7743
Dixieland Ctr.

15 Months 14 Months
Joe Rogers
CAR •HOME
LIFE •HEALTH

t
,„
1 •41„,,,
oashe
-..sI 62
•
•

Like a good neighbor
Stair Farm is Merv.

1
44
0

1KM

a

..... raa
alp

is

201 SAM
14wvey, Ky.

733-9627

owner Marilyn Wisehart
mot South 4th
Murray,KY 42071
' 7S24514

4
441•1.6:1

••••

-...1•;•1•=•••••"'

.• •

-OW COPY :00

•

•••••

•

•
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14 Months 14 Months

/

11 Months,

1 Year

13/
1
2Months

Kentucky
e
Pa75r3a-4d89is5

)

o.
,

••
PNii4

0

•

,O9al.$„19,4c

0zi00

Fast Free Daltuery
810 Chestnut

9 Months

Sharon's
House
Of Pets

3 Months

tisk T•

-

.
5 Months

4

Boots
Mens t Wheels
753-9419
1 lith 7l, Mein

12th St.
759-9555

F•31 it y

-

Industrial ltd.
733-1423
_

4 Months

liVAI;MART

AW4
t
411
b

irg ilk
MINIT
MART
Am .

Hwy. 641 N
Across Frew Boston Tee Party

7 Locations
641 N.and

Bel Air Center• Murray
.

1 Month

1 Month
*
allow]

Any Kiwi of Alteretioas
•Hems-Up or Down
•Seses•le or Ovt
DRESS MAKING
et Amt.
759-1177
101 N. 12th Murray

Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Sot 9-4
Next to McD000id's
109 N.1214% Murroy

,
4irli;
t IVE

SHIELD
Of
SHELTER

The
Tailor Shop

_

5 Months

itudolph's

3 Months

Southern States

Handmade Crafts"

- 'DUZ, JR.

.

ri•Shield

Factory
Discount
Shoes &

Western Sizzlin Steak House'
z

Ilk_ SHOE

DIXIELAND PRIER
759.1211

8 Months

3 Months

i
I

.

P •••__•!'..=
An11111i1A--k—---___
-.1 1 Ap.._ oh Airib Ir‘drzva ,AnD
0 m cAsNE
it I FRAI4ERS PALLERy 1 , V ILF ourNo1
.,,is...,!..,, --..,4,..^•.!•,
1
•BUSINESS .
,
.The V.Ilage — 641 t.4°"1
.,.-.,.°' Tire 8 Alignment
Co.
—
,111111111111/j
;-• OriginalLimited Editions ; -•
FlimIng t: 7
Mob
—
Cullom
oduubx
Written!
Warranty
who
Fain
oiiiuirui
Jim
.
' 1
753-0077
On All Service Work
Agent
753-0632
— i Opel i0-41.4-T-Th-F or by appoolunent
753.0595
614 S. 4th, Murray
i ••'-'W'
so. i trii Murray
_ WI

'Dogs *Cats
•Ttopical Fish
*Pet Supplies
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"Your Full-Service Supplier"
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center ,
Hwy. 641 South. P.O. Box 1033
Murray. KY 42071
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We're Proud of
our Town...
We're Proud of our
Businesses and Industries
Murray,Ky.
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URGER X TIMES.Tur.da. Januar 26.1982

Murray, Kentucky
is a

Complete Town
Small enough to b easy to live in
Large enough to
provide many
needed services
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BEST

•Istrathit Business Climate
•Surrounded by a top-dollar
agricultural industry
•Above average labor market
•Fine educational community
•Desirable hospital facilities
Murray
has been
good
to us.
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